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Culture Talk: Cultural Referencing by Work-related Dyads
by
Keith W. Ray
Abstract
The history of culture studies has evolved from a trait approach to cognitivist and
constructionist approaches. This study suggests that a social constructionist approach such as
the Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) holds promise by considering context,
local knowledge, and the dynamic nature of culture. CMM is derived in part from the work
of Ludwig Wittgenstein who argued that language is performative and people do things with
words. Culture is no exception. Rather than look for universals of culture or define
significant cultural differences, this study examined what people are doing when they talk
about culture. Specifically, this study used CMM to explore the processes of cultural
referencing and what work-related dyads construct when cultural stories are told.

Seven dyads viewed videos or read dialogues of cross-cultural interactions that were
either ambiguous or contained conflict. Through conversation, the dyads attempted to make
sense of what they saw. Participants referenced culture in order to understand and evaluate
the actions of others in the scenes. By telling stories that included cultural references,
participants implicated and explicated culture and created a common meaning and action
system. Participants used culture as an explanation for observed others’ actions.

In this study, participants told stories of culture, of people in the scenes, of real other
people, of cross-cultural interaction, and of self. The participants co-constructed these stories
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using self-reflection and cultural references. In doing so, they often used hedging language as
they talked about cultural differences and created a pattern of moving toward or away from
culture as an explanation of what they saw. Referencing culture became a bridging function
between the social worlds of the participants and the behaviors of the actors in the scenes.
Participants used cultural references to mediate coherence across their social worlds. This
study also examined how the participants struggled with ambiguity and conflation of culture,
race, nationality, and ethnicity.

Keywords: Coordinated Management of Meaning, constructionist, cultural referencing,
cross-cultural communication, multicultural, storytelling
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
As globalization increases and as companies continue to become more culturally
diverse, people in organizations will have a higher probability of interacting with others from
a culture different than their own. Sully de Luque (cf. Sully de Luque & Sommer, 2000)
called these types of interactions cultured transactions, adapted from Glomb and Hulin’s
(1997) concept of gendered transactions in which gender is identified as playing a
significant role in dyadic interactions. When people construe themselves in a cultured
transaction, how will they ensure they understand what others mean and how can they
coordinate their actions?
Culture Studies
Much of the literature on culture and organizations treat culture as a trait or a
relatively immutable set of values and assumptions that bind a group of people together.
Hofstede’s survey of people from 66 countries in a large multi-national corporation led to his
dimensional model (Hofstede, 1980). This model is arguably the most researched cultural
model in management and organizational studies. The individualist-collectivist dimension in
particular, which measures how a culture is oriented toward the individual or the group, has
provided a rich ground for cultural research. In this dimension, Western societies such as the
United States are considered individualistic while Asian societies such as China are
considered collectivistic.
This trait approach to studying culture has come under criticism for both
philosophical and methodological reasons. First, it oversimplifies culture and discounts
within-culture variation as experimental noise (Shweder & Sullivan, 1993). This
simplification can also lead to stereotyping (Osland, Bird, Delano, & Jacob, 2000). Second,
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some authors including Briley and Wyer (2001), criticize the trait approach as not having
construct validity since the individualism-collectivism dimension actually consists of many
independent constructs. Third, the trait approach assumes a universality of some traits that
can only be explained in vague terms such as values (Berry, 1999). In addition, the process of
globalization is mixing cultures such that culture is more dynamic process than universal
constructs can depict (Appadurai, 1996; Gergen, 2006). Finally, culture as defined with the
trait approach is built on epistemological and ontological assumptions rooted in Western
concepts of science and the mind-body duality (Gergen, 2006). This creates an ethnocentric
view that can lead to projecting on the other a different cultural reality than they experience.
In response to these criticisms, researchers have used constructivist approaches to
studying culture. Some of these have been applied to the study of bicultural people. Hong,
Morris, Chiu, and Benet-Martinez (2000) and Benet-Martinez, Leu, Lee, and Morris (2002)
investigated how a bicultural person integrates his or her two cultural identities and how this
can affect interpretation of social events. Using constructivist concepts, these studies have
shown how bicultural people switch frames depending on cultural cues in the environment.
Using a different epistemological perspective from constructivists, social
constructionists posit that people are not actually trying to understand the world out there but
instead they construct the world through communicative acts (Burr, 2003). Gergen (1994)
argues that culture is created as people coordinate their actions with each other.
Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) constructionist theory of human communication and
interaction, Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM), looks at the communicative
processes directly and explicates what communication does rather than trying to understand
what it is about. CMM can provide a theoretical and heuristic framework to unpack
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communicative acts of people as they interact with others. Several studies have focused on
culture as a communicative process (c.f., Chen, 1988; Chetro-Szivos, 2001; Chong, 1997;
Kang, 1984)
Another approach to studying culture is examining lay theories or folk psychologies.
Folk psychology is “a culture’s account of what makes people tick” (Bruner, 1990, p. 13).
Bruner suggested that this can be used as an instrument in understanding culture. People may
also have a folk anthropology, which is how people account for what makes culture tick.
These accounts may be in the form of narratives about a culture.

Purpose of Study
This research examined the situated processes of communication, managing meaning
and action, and what referring to culture makes in conversation. For the purpose of the
present study, I defined cultural reference as a speech act in which one or more narratives of
culture are told in the process of managing meaning and coordinating actions. CMM was
used to examine what patterns of communication are created during episodes of cultural
referencing between work dyads. This research included individuals who have intersecting
cultural identities, namely, those people who live and work in the United States but who were
born and raised in a non-English speaking country. This study differs from cross-cultural
research in that it did not attempt to find universals of culture or defining significant cultural
differences.
Significance of Study
As globalization increases and as companies continue to become more culturally
diverse, more people in organizations will increasingly need to coordinate their actions with
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others who do not share their cultural experiences. Much of the research on culture is based
on a positivistic framework that attempts to find universals of culture by examining people
who are assumed to have one significant cultural experience and set of practices. Very little
research has been conducted on people who have multicultural experiences. This research
will offer a social constructionist view of culture within situated communication and action
that should reflect the complexities of the modern social world.
Research Question
The question that guided this study was: What patterns of communication are created
when culture is referenced among work-related dyads? In this study, people were considered
work-related if they currently work with or have previously worked with each other.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Culture has been studied from many disciplines and the concept of culture has been
around for hundreds if not thousands of years (Baldwin, Falkner, Hecht, & Lindsley, 2006;
Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952). After a discussion of some of the history of the concept of
culture and how it is most often studied, this review will describe how cognition and
meaning-making have been used to study culture, some current research on bicultural
cognition, and finally some new directions and suggestions for studying the meaning-making
process of bicultural people.
Concepts of Culture
Anthropologists Alfred Kroeber and Clyde Kluckhohn (1952) compiled and
compared a history of definitions of culture. They identified 164 definitions of culture then
grouped them into six categories as follows:
1. Enumeratively descriptive (listing the contents of culture)
2. Historical (social heritage or traditions)
3. Normative (ideals and behaviors)
4. Psychological (learning, habit, adjustment)
5. Structural (pattern or organization of culture)
6. Genetic (symbols, ideas, artifacts)
Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) then synthesized the definitions into a single
definition of culture:
Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behavior acquired and
transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human groups,
including their embodiments in artifacts; the essential core of culture consists of
traditional (i.e., historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached
values; culture systems may, on the one hand, be considered as products of action, on
the other as conditioning elements of further action. (p. 181)
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Baldwin (2006) and his colleagues updated Kroeber and Kluckhohn’s work by
compiling and analyzing definitions of culture. Their analysis indicated that, though many
conceptions of culture can map back to Kroeber and Kluckhohn’s, the definitions have
evolved in significant ways. An emerging set of definitions view culture as process. These
definitions conceive culture as dynamic and related to meaning-making. Authors of these
definitions incorporate some of the social constructionist (Gergen, 1973) and symbolic
interactionist (Mead, 1934) views of culture. This concept of culture as process aids in
understanding how bicultural people make meaning, but first an approach to culture that is
popular in psychology and management studies will be discussed.
Concepts of culture drive how researchers approach the study of culture (Berube,
2006). Additionally, epistemological assumptions of researchers and their scholarly
communities tend to drive their concepts of culture. The next few sections describe some of
the approaches to studying culture and how they have been used to examine culture’s effects
on meaning-making.
Trait Approach
A long-standing and well-researched approach to studying culture is the trait
approach. This approach assumes culture is a consistent and causal force in a group’s
behavior. These traits are seen as relatively immutable and predictable. Much of this research
follows the work of Geert Hofstede (1980) who researched a large multi-national corporation
which was later revealed to have been IBM. His survey produced 117, 000 responses from
sixty-six countries. From these data, Hofstede developed four dimensions of culture: power
distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism, and masculinity. Power distance is the extent
that the less powerful accept and expect power to be distributed unequally. Uncertainty
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avoidance is the extent people are tolerant of ambiguity. Individualism and its opposite,
collectivism, refer to the extent people are oriented and integrated into groups. Finally,
masculinity and its opposite, femininity, refer to the distinctiveness of gender roles. A society
that is more toward the masculine dimension has distinct gender roles.
The dimension of Individualism, which is often translated to individualismcollectivism, has been researched extensively. On this dimension, for example, United States
and China are polar opposites (Morris & Fu, 2001). Though Hofstede used this specific
individualism-collectivism construct, he was not the first to discuss this dimension (cf.,
Earley, 1998).
Hofstede’s (1980) definition of culture is that it is a “collective programming of the
mind” (p. 13). Hofstede’s use of the word “programming” might be confused with the verb
and suggest a process by which people are programmed. However, he used the word as a
noun and described the fixed state or scripts of culture. Hofstede also posited that nearly all
our mental programs have a value component. He assumed that “because our values are
programmed early in our lives, they are non-rational” (p. 19).
The trait approach has been useful in explicating differences between cultures and has
been used by many different researchers across diverse fields of social science. For example,
the trait approach has been used to explain cross-cultural communication competence
(Matveev & Nelson, 2004), collaboration (Bird, 2000), learning styles (Yamazaki, 2005), and
the effects of ethnocentrisim (Neuliep, Hintz, & McCroskey, 2005). Triandis and Suh (2002)
performed a meta-analysis of research linking personality to cultural traits and found that
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though there are some likely links to personality instruments such as the Big Five1
personality trait taxonomy, cross-cultural generalizations require caution. However, Hofstede
and McCrae (2004) found a significant correlation (-0.36 to 0.64) between Big Five
personality traits and Hofstede’s culture dimension scores.
The trait approach continues to be used in researching culture and cross-cultural
differences. The trait approach, and especially Hofstede’s dimensional model, is
parsimonious and so will remain attractive to psychologists and organizational researchers.
However, many have begun to question the validity and usefulness of the trait approach.
Challenges and Issues
Researchers have four main types of criticisms of the trait approach; a) over
simplification, b) construct validity, c) lack of universality, and d) ethnocentrism.
Oversimplification. The trait approach assumes there is a set of pan-cultural values
that a group, usually a country, holds and that affect certain behaviors. These differences are
mostly used to study between-culture differences. However, Shweder and Sullivan (1993)
found variations within populations that are systematic of that population. These withinculture differences can be larger than the between-culture differences according to a study by
Heine, Lehman, Peng, and Greenholtz (2002). Researchers using the trait approach often
treat these within-population variations as noise in the data (Hong & Chiu, 2001). Goby
(1999) argued that variation in communication styles may increase with people who are
skilled in many cultures. Trait approach models are unable to account for when culture has a
strong or weak influence on an individual (Morris & Fu, 2001).

1

Note. The Big Five personality trait taxonomy, also called the Five Factor Model (FFM), is a well-researched
personality measurement tool. For the history of the development of the Big Five, see John and Srivastava
(1999).
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Osland et al. (2000) argued this oversimplification can lead to stereotyping that has
the added danger of carrying with it some authority. Osland suggested that stereotyping
cultures creates paradoxes as people trained in these stereotypes find situations that do not
match their assumptions. For example, U.S. Americans are individualistic in some situations
such as privacy rights, and collectivist in other situations, as evidenced by participation in
social and volunteer groups. Cross-cultural communication training often teaches a
“cookbook approach” that merely reinforces the stereotypes with little understanding of the
nuances of culture (Goby, 1999, p. 180).
Construct Validity. Some researchers have found that the individualism-collectivism
construct actually consists of many independent parts. Briley and Wyer (2001) performed a
factor analysis of the individualism-collectivism scale and found that there are five
independent sub-scales. They suggest that cultural differences should be conceptualized
using these factors as separate constructs rather than conflating them into one individualismcollectivism dimension.
Universality. The ultimate goal of the trait approach is to find the set of universal
traits that are consistent across cultures. Universal constructs are often referred to as etic after
Pike (1967). Pike was making an analogy to phonetic and phonemic as ways of
understanding from outside the system (universal and objective) and from within the system
(local and specific) respectively. Therefore the criticism of the trait approach is that it does
not account for the emic nature of culture. Berry (1999) argued that a cross-cultural
psychology must incorporate both etic and emic perspectives.
There is mounting evidence that the concept of culture is not as static and immutable
as the trait approach would assume. Weisinger and Salipante (2000) initially set out to
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develop a measure of cultural knowledge assuming that it would be independent of context.
Instead, their grounded theory approach investigating three international joint ventures led to
their conclusion that culture is socially produced, dynamic, practical, and locally situated.
Contributing to the problem of universality is increasing globalization, diaspora, and
mixing of cultures. Appadurai (1996) argued that the term culture, which suggests a
substance, should be replaced with the term cultural as an adjective that suggests differences,
contrasts and comparisons. Hunsinger (2006) criticized the trait approach as allowing little
flexibility and dynamism as it assumes that culture is a prediscursive autonomous entity that
has deep structural elements. Gergen (2006) suggested that the term culture is a static term
and that the dislocation and diffusion of people should lead to replacing the term culture with
the process term culturing.
Ethnocentric. The epistemological and ontological assumptions of the trait approach
are rooted in the Western concepts of science and of the mind-body, internal-external world
duality (Gergen, 2006). Therefore, much of the research about culture uses conceptual and
methodological instruments that are designed for a Western culture (Goby, 1999; Straub &
Weidemann, 2006). This can lead to projecting upon the other a different cultural reality than
they experience. Hsiung (2004)demonstrated that social research can be affected by the
cultural framework. Hsiung started with interview data on Chinese sojourners’ sensemaking
in culture-shock experiences. She then analyzed the data using both Weick’s (1969)
sensemaking theory and a Chinese theory on sensemaking. She found that the theories
resulted in different interpretations and that they both had limitations in explaining the
sojourners’ experiences. She advocates that researchers should develop integrated
multicultural approaches to studying multicultural communication.
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To overcome some of the criticisms of the trait theories, researchers look to other
approaches to culture such as conceiving of culture as process. Researchers using the
postmodern paradigm of constructivism and social constructionism have opened up new
avenues of research for culture.
Constructivism and Social Constructionism Approaches
Though there are diverse constructivist theories, at the core of all the theories is an
assumption that human beings create understanding by creating mental frameworks (Raskin,
2006). At the heart of social constructionism is an assumption that people create their world
through social interaction. The demarcation line between constructivism and constructionism
is hardly clear. However, the essential difference is that constructivists assume that the
individual has more control over the construction process while constructionists assume that
social and structural processes create more influence (Burr, 2003).
The intellectual heritage of constructivism and constructionism is also very broad and
is associated with the turn from modernism to postmodernism (Burr, 2003; Geertz, 2000;
Gergen, 1994). Many scholars from disciplines as diverse as anthropology, communication,
and psychology have used these theories to advance their work. Constructivist and social
constructionist theories have been used in studying culture. In general, the advantages that
these approaches toward culture have over the trait theory is that they allow for within
population differences and recognize local knowledge (Geertz, 2000), fully engage in the
social nature of culture (Gergen, 1994, 2006), and encourage reflexivity between the
researcher and the researched (Creswell, 2003; Steier, 1991a, 1991b). Because constructivist
and social construction theories are concerned with human understanding they are
particularly suited to studying the connection between culture and sensemaking. The
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following section examines approaches to studying culture that have a theoretical connection
to constructivism and social constructionism.
Cognitive Approach
DiMaggio (1997) argued that cognitive psychology can help understand a more
complex view of culture by explaining its fragmented nature and that it can both constrain
and enable. Cognitive perspectives are also concerned with how people give meaning to their
experiences (Molden & Dweck, 2006).
Nisbett, Peng, Choi and Norenzayan (2001) argued that culture can affect cognition.
They performed a meta-analysis on cultural research about East Asians and Westerners and
concluded that East Asians tend to be holistic and pay attention to the entire field whereas
Westerners pay attention to the object. East Asians use dialogical reasoning and assign
causality to the field while Westerners use rules and formal logics and categorize the objects
and behaviors. Nisbett and his colleagues suggest a simple theory to explain how culture
leads to cognition differences. They propose that social structure leads to what people pay
attention to which creates naïve metaphysics or the beliefs in nature of the world. These
metaphysical beliefs influence tacit epistemologies of individuals, which in turn lead to
specific cognitive processes. In this way, culturally based knowledge structures can both
mediate and moderate cognitive processes.
Kitayama, Duffy, Kawamura, and Larsen (2003) performed studies to test if
perception can be mediated and moderated by culture. The participants, Japanese and
Americans, were shown a reference square with a line extending downward from the center
of the upper edge. Without viewing the reference square, the participants were asked to draw
a line of equal absolute length in a different square or the same relative proportion as the
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reference square (see Figure 1). The new square was either the same or different size as the
reference square. The authors found that North Americans were better at the absolute task by
being able to focus on the object and ignore context while Japanese were better at the relative
task by being able to see objects in context while ignoring the object.

Figure 1. Framed-line test.2

The cognitive theories of the type exemplified above are similar to the individualismcollectivism dimensions since they can account for universals across populations like the trait

2

Note. From “Perceiving an object and its context in different cultures: A cultural look at New Look.” by S.
Kitayama, S. Duffy, T. Kawamura, and J. T. Larsen, Psychological Science, 14(3), p. 202. Copyright 2003 by
Wiley-Blackwell. Reprinted with permission.
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approach. However, unlike trait theories, they can also explicate some of the within-group
differences in behavior that have been measured.
Implicit theories and lay theories. Cognitive theories focus on internal knowledge
structures and assume that there are some basic assumptions and fundamental pieces of
knowledge upon which people base their actions and decisions. These are theories that
people hold about the world and other people. Nisbett, Peng, Choi, and Norensayan’s (2001)
theory of naïve metaphysics discussed above is an example of a knowledge structure.
Another knowledge structure investigated by Dweck (1999) are implicit theories or lay
theories which are whether an individual believes people’s personalities are fixed or
malleable. Entity theorists believe that personalities are essentially fixed while incremental
theorists believe that personalities are dynamic and malleable. These are theories that
ordinary (lay) people hold about the nature of people to include themselves and others. These
theories are rarely explicitly articulated (implicit) though it is assumed that people can access
these theories through self-report (Church, et al., 2003; Norenzayan, Choi, & Nisbett, 2002).
Molden and Dweck (2006) proposed that lay theories are useful in studying culture
and may provide understanding of both between-culture differences and within-culture
differences. Cultures vary on attributing traits to make sense of others’ actions. Chiu, Morris,
Hong, and Menon (2000) performed an investigation of the relationship between the need for
closure and explanations or judgments of a social event. The participants, Chinese and
Americans, were read a story of an accident at a pharmacy. They found a statistically
significant correlation for Chinese participants between a higher need for closure and
attributing the cause of the accident to traits of groups while Americans high need for closure
correlated to attributing traits to individuals. This finding is consistent with previous research
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that Chinese are oriented toward the collectivism and Americans are oriented toward
individualism (Earley, 1998; Hofstede, 1980). Similarly, though both individualistic and
collectivistic cultures can attribute traits to predict and explain the actions of others,
individualistic cultures are more likely to attribute traits than are collectivist ones (Church, et
al., 2006; Church, et al., 2005; Church, et al., 2003). Zarate, Uleman, and Voils (2001) found
cultural differences in how fast Latinos (Mexican and Mexican-American) and Anglos
(European-Americans) 3 inferred traits, suggesting that Anglos attribute traits more often and,
therefore, more spontaneously. The authors argued this is consistent with Mexican and
Mexican-American cultures being more collectivist and European-Americans being more
individualistic.
Dynamic Constructivist Approach
Craig (2003) argued that there is a problem with thinking that psychological
phenomena is inside the individual and culture is outside. The issue with this way of thinking
is that “once separated, culture and mind become names for problems to which old and new
definitions, and new models of culture…cannot be the solution” (p. 632, italics original). She
proposed that human behavior be studied study with the mindset of action-in-context,
subject-in-context and task-in-context.
Conway et al. (2001) suggest that there is evidence that a person’s context can affect
his or her cognition and behavior. These context effects can group along cultural lines to
create cultural effects that are mediated by the situation. Specifically, the authors suggest that

3

Note. Authors use different terms to denote cultural groups. These different terms may sound similar but refer
to different groups, e.g. ”Anglos” and “Westerners.” The use of specific terminology for cultural grouping
arises from differences in epistemological worldview, purpose of the study, and conventions within the different
scholarly communities. The authors’ terms are used in this paper directly with no attempt to resolve the
differences.
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initial research indicates that apparent cognitive complexity, the ability to think in complex
ways, may be associated more with people’s culture in context than it does with a directly
measured cognitive complexity. They caution that more research needs to be performed
before definitive statements of the effect of Culture times Context can be made.
Combining the contextual theory with the lay theory, Knowles, Morris, Chiu, and
Hong (2001) suggested that people might make corrections to their attributions depending on
the situation. If people do use situation to correct for their attributions, then do Westerners
from individualistic cultures use different mental processes for correction than Asians who
come from collectivist cultures? To test this question, Knowles et al. (2001) examined if
mental effort in performing situational corrections differs between Westerners and Asians.
Their hypothesis was that situational correction is an automatic process for Asians, would
take little mental effort, and so would not be affected by additional mental busyness. The
opposite would be true for Westerners who might fall back on their initial attributions if they
are mentally preoccupied.
In their experiment, Knowles et al. (2001) asked participants to listen to a speech
arguing against interventionism. Some participants were also given a cognitive business task.
In one condition, participants were told the speechwriter could write about anything he or she
wanted and in another condition participants were told the speechwriter was specifically
instructed to write an argument against interventionism. After listening to the speech,
participants were asked to rate their impression of speechwriter’s attitude. If a participant’s
process for situational correction was well-practiced and automatic, he or she would be able
to account for the speechwriter’s supposed situational constraints during cognitive busyness
conditions. The results of their experiment support their hypothesis that for Asians,
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attributions are more easily corrected for the situation since they were significantly more
likely to correct their attributions for the situation. Knowles et al. suggested that not only are
lay theory attributions culturally moderated but also that correcting due to context is also
moderated by culture.
Hong and Chiu (2001) developed a dynamic constructivist approach which combined
culture and context. The dynamic constructivist approach treats culture not as an integrated
and highly general knowledge structure (i.e., values or worldview), but as a loose network of
domain and context-specific knowledge structures that are widely shared across a group. In
this view, different knowledge structures are activated or triggered depending on the context
and situation. The dynamic constructivist approach suggests that there are four factors that
mediate activation of a knowledge structure: cultural setting, properties of the perceiver,
context, and stimulus event. Hong and Chiu claimed that this can account for both etic (broad
universality as viewed from the outside) and emic (person specific as viewed from the
inside). This approach has been useful in studying bicultural people who likely have more
than one culturally-based knowledge structure.
Bicultural Cognition
For dynamic constructivists, bicultural people have two or more knowledge structures
or frames originating from their two cultural experiences. Therefore, the context may
determine which knowledge structure is activated at any moment. Hong, Morris, Chiu,
Benet-Martinez (2000) found that if bicultural people are cued with different cultural icons
(e.g. American flag for Americans and Chinese flag for Chinese) they will activate or switch
their cultural frames and respond accordingly. Words and sentences can also be cultural cues
(Fu, Chiu, Morris, & Young, 2007) as can be the applicability of the knowledge structure to
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the task (Hong, Benet-Martinez, Chiu, & Morris, 2003). For bicultural people, the culturallybased construct is activated by a dynamic context-dependent process.
Benet-Martinez and her colleagues developed the Bicultural Identity Integration (BII)
construct and an instrument to measure the extent that bicultural people have integrated their
two cultural identities (Benet-Martinez & Haritatos, 2005; Benet-Martinez, Leu, Lee, &
Morris, 2002; see also Cheng, 2005). In this construct, bicultural people can construe their
cultures as incompatible and difficult to integrate (low BII) or they can see their cultures as
integrated into hyphenated cultures or even a third combined culture (high BII). The
antecedents of cultural identity integration are not clear yet though there is some evidence
that increased accountability to both cultures and the ability to create complex knowledge
structures may affect how the person resolves incompatibilities between the cultures (Tadmor
& Tetlock, 2006). A study by Benet-Martinez, Lee, and Leu (2006) asked bicultural
(Chinese-American) and monocultural (Anglo-American) participants to write statements
about American culture, Chinese culture, or a landscape. They found that bicultural
participants wrote more complex statements, suggesting that bicultural people may have
more complex knowledge structures for social contexts than monocultural participants.
Additionally, bicultural people with low BII may have more complex cognitive structures
confirming Tadmor and Tetlock’s proposals.
How does BII moderate the way bicultural people switch between their cultural
identities? Benet-Martinez et al. (2002) found that bicultural people with high BII responded
in culturally appropriate ways when cued with cultural icons. In this study Chinese-American
bicultural people who scored high on the BII responded in Chinese ways when shown
Chinese icons, and when shown American icons responded in American ways. The reverse
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was true for low BII bicultural people who responded in ways that were opposite of the
cultural cue (e.g., Chinese response for American icon). Cheng, Lee, and Benet-Martinez
(2006) found that positive or negative cue associations affected the response. Cheng cued the
Chinese-American participants with icons that exhibited both positive stereotypes (e.g.,
Chinese are disciplined) and negative stereotypes (e.g., Chinese are superstitious). She found
that negative cueing created the opposite effect such that bicultural people with high BII
responded ways opposite to the cue and those with low BII responded in culturally congruent
ways. Cheng suggested that bicultural people with low BII have had more negative cultural
experiences than those with high BII.
The dynamic constructivist research on bicultural people supports the general notion
that cultural systems depend on individual characteristics (cultural knowledge structures, BII)
and that individuals change in response to the immediate or nearby context. One criticism of
the dynamic constructivist approach is that it focuses only on the cognitive context of the
situation and does not account for the context of a person interacting with other people. Most
of the studies are experimental and the experimenters are manipulating a few physical
attributes of the participants’ context (e.g., pictures of icons, shape of boxes, etc.). Typical
social interaction is much more complex and dynamic, yet likely has more influence on how
people behave and perceive than does the physical context of the social interaction. In other
words, what happens when people are interacting with other people in conversation and
coordinating their actions? How do they make meaning of the conversation, the actions, and
the relationship?
These questions are particularly salient when investigating bicultural people.
Bicultural people have increased integrative and cognitive complexity and the ability to
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acknowledge the legitimacy of competing perspectives (Benet-Martinez, Lee, & Leu, 2006;
Tadmor & Tetlock, 2006). Therefore, bicultural people may be more sensitive to context and
interpersonal interaction.
Alternative Directions for Cultural Research
Bennett (1986; 2004) created a model of how people experience cross-cultural
situations. His model described six developmental stages individuals undergo as they expand
their cognitive structures regarding culture. Each stage has an associated worldview
underlying the outward behavior. Bennett describes the first three stages as ethnocentric
meaning a person in these stages views his or her own culture is viewed as central to reality.
The first stage is Denial where one’s own culture is the only real culture and others are not
considered. The second stage is Defense where one’s own culture is viewed as the only good
culture. The third stage is Minimization where one’s own culture is projected onto other
cultures such that they are seen as essentially the same as one’s own.
The second three stages are described by Bennett as ethnorelative, meaning one’s
own culture is experienced in the context of a multitude of cultures. The fourth stage is
Acceptance where other cultures are considered complex but different constructions of
reality. Adaptation, the fifth stage, is when one can shift perspective to that of another culture
and experience the world from that perspective. In the final sixth stage called Integration, one
can move in and out of different cultural worldviews.
Bennett’s model is an extension of radical constructivism and incorporates Kelly’s
(1963) personal construct theory which holds that people’s experience is a process of
construing events through categorization. Bennett’s theory is not so much a theory of culture
but how people construe culture and, therefore, how they experience cultural difference.
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An alternate approach to studying culture comes from the social constructionist
theories that focus on studying the social aspects of culture directly. For Gergen (2006),
language creates and sustains culture. Culture is created through people coordinating their
actions in relationship to each other. Furthermore, Gergen argued that understanding “does
not happen in the heads of people in relationship, but rather in the process of relationship
itself” (p. 88). Gergen is making a statement about where understanding exists and by
extension where culture exists. If culture exists wholly in the social world of relationships,
then how are we to study culture? How do we get our hands on a relationship? Gergen
agreed with Wittgenstein that meaning is created by language used in action (Gergen, 2006;
Wittgenstein, 1953). By being with the culture and coordinating actions with them, the
researcher can understand a culture from within. He suggested researchers of culture should
pay attention to alternative forms of research such as participatory action research.
Other authors look to various forms of constructionist language research to study
culture. Wierzbicka (2005) suggested autobiographical texts may help, especially those about
cultural change and becoming bicultural such as Kim’s Becoming Intercultural (Kim, 2001).
Wierzbicka also suggested that cross-cultural understanding can occur by breaking down
cultural scripts and describing them using a simple fundamental language she called natural
semantic metalanguage (NSM).
Another type of language-based research comes from discursive psychology.
Edwards (1995) suggested that discursive psychology and cultural psychology are concerned
with the same types of embedded social practices. Discursive psychology can offer a
perspective and methodology that is an alternative to treating culture as a causal variable or
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mind as a dependent variable. Mind, in the discursive psychological sense, is socially
constructed.
With these communicative and relationship forms of cultural research, meaning and
culture become essentially the same thing (Straub & Weidemann, 2006). Bruner (1990)
argued that a cultural psychology must be organized around meaning-making and meaningusing processes. One way to get at these cultural processes is by understanding folk
psychology or as Bruner put it “a culture’s account of what makes people tick” (p. 13). This
may offer a way to study meaning that goes beyond cognitive psychology’s computational
models of the mind with culture as a causal element (Zielke, 2006). Though there are studies
that have investigated commonsense and naïve theories (cf., Semin & Gergen, 1990), there
has been little, if any, research that looks at naïve theory and applies it to the study of culture.
Coordinated Management of Meaning
Another way to examine culture would be to use Pearce and Cronen’s (1980)
Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) which is partially based on Wittgenstein’s
(1953) language games. Originally developed by Pearce and Cronen (1980) as an interpretive
theory of interpersonal communication, CMM has grown to become a practical theory to
describe, critique, and improve patterns of communication (Pearce, 2005). CMM helps
expose what social worlds people are creating and answers two questions, “What are people
doing when they communicate the way they do?” and “Why did they do that?”
CMM takes a communicative perspective to understanding social worlds. It looks at
communication rather than through it. By taking the position that people live in and create
communicative worlds as opposed to simply use communication for individual purposes,
CMM is in opposition to what Pearce calls the “transmission model” of communication
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(Pearce, 2007). The transmission model of communication comes from a Western tradition of
philosophy and assumes that the act of communication is to move information from the mind
of one individual to the mind of another. Pearce argued that from a social constructionist
perspective, communication creates the social world rather than reports on it.
Pearce (1994) argued that people create their social worlds through two entangled
processes; managing meaning and coordinating action. CMM examines the patterns in these
processes and interprets, critiques, and suggests ways to change them. Making meaning is
performed through the world of stories that we tell ourselves and we tell others about what is
happening around us. There exists a tension between the stories we tell ourselves (meaning)
and the stories we live with others (action).
Pearce and Cronen (1980) argued that messages have meaning within a certain frame
or context. These contexts are not arbitrary but constitute a hierarchical network of meaning.
These contexts are layered such that one context is within another like a series of boxes
within boxes. Hierarchies of meaning can change throughout a conversation as well as can be
different for different people in the same conversation. This creates the tension and processes
by which conjoint meaning and action is managed and coordinated.
Coordination happens as people follow certain interpersonal rules. These rules can be
either constitutive or regulative. Constitutive rules specify what meaning a statement or act
has and in what context does it have that meaning. For example the statement “that’s
wonderful” could count as supportive if the context is a friend. However, in the context of
something bad like finding your car has been hit in the parking lot, it could be a statement of
sarcasm.
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Regulative rules specify what ought or ought not to happen following an antecedent
condition. Furthermore, the regulative rules specify in what context or social episode they
exert their force. A regulative rule also specifies what consequences should occur after the
subsequent act.
Logical force is constructed when a combination of constitutive rules of meaning and
regulative rules of action are so structured that they exert a “force of perceived oughtness on
the performance of particular acts” (Pearce & Cronen, 1980, p. 161). Logical force can be
partly prefigurative and partly practical. Prefigurative force exists prior to the specific act and
can be considered part of the larger social discourse. This is the force that is said to act upon
us, control us, and predetermine people’s actions. This is the force that acts upon us when we
might say, “I did that because of.” Practical force exists when a person is exerting his or her
agency within a given episode and context. This can be stated, “I did that in order to.”
Coherence is the extent to which a person makes sense of the sequence of messages
in the episode. If someone asks two people in a conversation what they are doing, each may
respond with some culturally appropriate description such as deciding where to have lunch,
having coffee, planning our vacation, or arguing. Pearce and Cronen (1980) defined four
forms of coherence. First, mutual incoherence occurs when neither person can understand the
sequence of messages. Second, unilateral coherence happens when one person understands
the sequence of messages but the other does not. Third, symmetrical coherence occurs when
each can make sense of the sequence of messages. This form is also called coordination since
both people believe they understand enough to know how to act according to their
interpretations.
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CMM and culture research. Pearce (1994) argued that there should not be a definitive
definition of culture and offers two definitions of culture:
From a third-person perspective: Culture is that part of our social worlds in which we
live and can move; that array of conversations in which we know how to participate.
From a first-person perspective: Culture is that part of our social worlds in which we
live and can move but of which we are usually unaware; the “frame” for those events
and objects that we focus on as the content of our social worlds. (p. 302)
CMM has been used as a theoretical and methodological framework in studying
culture. Chetro-Szivos (2001) used CMM to examine the meaning of work and working life
among Acadian-Americans to unpack the term working. Through communication, AcadianAmericans have constructed, maintained and modified the term working into a unique feature
of their social world. Indeed, the meaning of working creates a context for this cultural group
that defines rules of living a good life.
By taking a communicative perspective, Davis (2006) showed how expatriate
educators were able to transform their cultural identity. The lived experience of the
participants in her study gave many examples of how individual transformation created more
coordinated social worlds as they interacted across cultures. Using the models of CMM,
Davis was able to understand the individual impact of communicative episodes as the
participants developed skills of co-constructing shared meaning across cultures. She
suggested that an understanding of CMM theory might even enrich transformative learning
and praxis.
Chen (1988) used CMM to examine conflicts between American-born Chinese and
their immigrant parents. Her findings suggest that for the participants in her study, their
bicultural experience is not as chaotic as some Chinese American authors have suggested.
Though the logics of the two cultures were incommensurate at times, Chen found that the
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participants who were most at peace with their bicultural identity were not those who had
found a happy medium between cultures or those who had found a way of integrating the
cultures. Instead, the most harmonious relationships were maintained by those who were able
to “enact more or less from one tradition while being content to participate in the logics
within that tradition without attempting or seeing the need to challenge.” (p. 193) She
suggested that for Chinese Americans having the best of both worlds might mean
maintaining a positive relationship with both worlds rather than having a full knowledge and
appreciation of both cultures.
CMM has been used to study ethnic culture within organizations. By studying
interactions in a multicultural organization, Chong (1997) used CMM to unpack episodes of
cross-cultural interaction. Her study of a Korean-based company in the U.S. showed that
culture could be suitably viewed as situated communication and action rather than a set of
traits. Chong’s research is particularly salient to bicultural research since the setting included
individuals whose cultural experience was Korean, American, or Korean-American. The
interactions of the bicultural Korean-American showed cultural patterns that were neither
Korean nor American. Rather than an asset as some in the organization assumed, being
bicultural created unique conflicts of misunderstanding and coordination difficulties with
both other cultures.
Kang (1984) used CMM to develop a concept of transculturation as a reframing of
acculturation. Rather than accept the assimilation / acculturation concept of linear movement
from one culture to another, Kang proposed that a process of transculturation occurs as an
“individual accommodates novel experiences with his/her existing interpretive scheme with
resulting changes in the interpretive scheme itself” (p.12). Kang investigated how a group of
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Korean college students who lived in the United States might manage breaches of cultural
norms and how that management statistically correlated to his or her family’s paradigm of
what the society is like. The eleven family paradigms are trustworthy, orderly, masterable,
understandable, hostile, optimistic, positive, encouraging, unrelated, conforming to American
standards, and conforming to Korean standards. Her findings suggest that rather than
mirroring their parents’ paradigm, the students took three distinct stances toward American
society: negative, positive, and self-oriented. These orientations are not a result of a linear
movement from family culture to host society culture but rather a result of a reflexive process
of interpretation and modification of interpretive schema.
If CMM is to be used in cultural research, its models and heuristics must have some
transcultural validity. Wolfson and Pearce (1983) examined the implicative force of low and
high self-disclosure with both Chinese and American participants. They found differences in
logical force that varied between cultural contexts. They concluded that CMM’s concept of
logical force is a useful concept across cultures. Similarly, Kang and Pearce (1983) studied
the concept of reticence in both American and Korean cultures and found that it was a
transcultural concept meaning it is a concept which is comparable across both cultures.
Furthermore, they concluded that a theory of situated communication could explain the
creation of culture as well as the constraints culture exerts on communication and human
action.
Though CMM encourages a polysemic viewpoint, some aspects of the theory and
heuristics may be ethnocentric (Chong, 1997). The focus on explicit communication is a
Western cultural norm that may not be shared with Eastern cultures in particular. However,
this may be more of a methodological rather than theoretical criticism. If non-verbal
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communicative processes and the meaning of actions can be adequately researched and
considered, CMM can be a valid transcultural theory.
Cultural Referencing
The concept of culture is not confined to scholars since everyday talk can contain
references to culture. Similar to Bruner’s (1990) concept of folk psychology, people can have
a folk anthropology which is how people account for what makes a culture tick. This account
is in the form of narratives about a culture. These narratives of culture construct complex
interrelated contexts of identity, group history, institutions, and rules.
For the purpose of this study, a cultural reference is a speech act in which one or
more narratives of culture are told in the process of managing meaning and coordinating
actions. Cultural references may serve to co-construct meaning of an act, justify an act, or
they may construct power differences and promote hegemonic practices.
Myers (2002) examined the talk of Restraining Order Courtroom representatives, that
is, judges, attorneys, and court advocates. The Restraining Order Courtroom is where people
seek restraining orders to protect them from being harmed by a defendant. Myers and Collier
(2005) found that the court representatives gave ascriptions to cultural and racial groups such
as Hispanics and Blacks. Cultural ascriptions are a subset of cultural references and are
“composite representations about the identifications of those aligning with another cultural
group” (p. 260). Some ascriptions could be interpreted as stereotyping while other ascriptions
could be interpreted as appreciative of societal positioning or as resulting from personal
experience about a group. Myers and Collier concluded that the ascriptions given by the
Restraining Order Courtroom representatives implicate patriarchy and cultural dominance via
overgeneralizations based on one or more intersecting group identifications.
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Cohen and El-Sawad (2007) studied the accounts of employees of a financial services
company which operated in the United Kingdom and India. They examined how the UK and
Indian nationals told stories about each other. The stories used discourses of culture and
cultural difference to describe and justify their positioning in relation to one another
specifically around language issues, work ethics, and competence. The authors found the
cultural ascriptions legitimated certain patterns of behavior and inhibited discussion of
alternative actions.
Both the Myers and Collier and the Cohen and El-Sawad studies indicated that
cultural referencing occurs as people with different cultural identities create relationships in
organizations and institutions. There is little research on cultural referencing and what is
made as a result.
Barinaga (2009) argued that most research on culture uses a traditional perspective on
language which views meaning as representation and that culture should be explored using a
Wittgensteinian perspective. She characterizes the performative view of language as having
three central points: “first, words do things; second, the meaning of an utterance is not
directly given by the utterance; and third, meaning is in use.” To understand the meaning of
the expression culture we should follow the references to culture around and see what people
are doing with the words and what the words are doing. Barinaga proposed that we
reconsider culture not as an external entity that can be measured but view the concept as a
sense-making device.
Instead we may look at all conversations where the word "culture" is used;
contemplate the situations in which people recur to that term; reflect on the concrete
circumstances where "culture" is used and on the consequences that follow that
specific use. What do group members do with the word "culture"? Why do they need
to apply it? The problems raised around the concept of culture become confusing in
the use of the term culture. (para. 39)
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In addition to the questions posed by Barinaga, several questions arise regarding the
role cultural references play in managing meaning and coordinating action. What patterns of
communication are created when culture is referenced? Which cultural stories are referenced
during different types of episodes? What contexts create cultural references? What logical
forces are enacted as culture is referenced? In other words, what is made when culture is
referenced? To begin to explore these questions, this study used CMM heuristics to examine
the speech acts between work-related dyads as they reference culture.
Summary
The history of culture studies has evolved from a trait approach to cognitivist and
constructionist approaches. A social constructionist approach such as CMM may hold
promise by considering context, local knowledge, and the dynamic nature of culture.
Specifically, this study explored the processes of cultural referencing and what work-related
dyads construct when cultural stories are told.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
I approached this study using a social constructionist perspective that locates meaning
as created in the relationship (Gergen, 1994; Pearce, 2007). This research was an exploratory
study about the patterns of communication created during episodes of cultural referencing.
By taking a social constructionist lens, I focused on what the patterns of communication were
creating as the two people made joint meaning and coordinated action. The term dyad is used
to foreground the relationship as the subject rather than the individual as subject.
The research process created situations where the participant dyads could engage in
joint meaning-making and dialogical episodes. The dyads consisted of two people who knew
each other at work and at least one person had substantial experience in more than one
culture. For this study, I defined substantial experience as someone who was born and lived
to at least the age of 12 in a country other than United States and who now works in the
United States. I assumed including someone with multicultural experience would increase the
likelihood that the dyad would construct the situation as having cultural relevance.
To create a context in which culture was referenced, I asked the dyad to watch videos
and read written dialogues of cross-cultural interactions. After each viewing of a video or
reading of a dialogue, I asked the dyad to describe what he or she saw happening in the video
or what he or she thought might be happening in the dialogue. Some of the dyads then
watched a recording of their conversation and reflected on what was happening for them.
Both of these episodes were sources of data for this study.
By reflecting on their previous conversation, the second conversation created an
episode where meaning-making is made explicit. The dyad should have explained what they
were thinking and doing, what their intentions were, and what meaning they were making of
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specific statements and turns in the conversation. This should have allowed for richer data on
two levels; co-constructing what was happening in the first conversation, and creating a
second situation for interaction and meaning-making. The intent of this second conversation
was not to explore what was inside their heads but rather to examine how they tell stories to
themselves and each other and develop methods of coordination and understanding. The
participants became co-researchers as they helped unpack their previous conversation.
Methods
Circular questioning. To facilitate each conversation, I used circular questioning
techniques. The Milan Institute for the Study of Family developed circular questioning while
working on a systemic approach to family therapy (Tomm, 1984). The interviewer starts
with the assumption that everything is connected to everything else and forms circular
questions to “bring forth the ‘patterns that connect’ persons, objects, actions, perceptions,
ideas, feelings, events, beliefs, contexts and so on, in recurrent or cybernetic circuits”
(Tomm, 1988, p. 7).
In circular questioning, the interviewer connects to the participants through a circular
pattern of conversation. Each question the interviewer poses is related to what the participant
has just said. This pattern is typical of a natural conversation. The ability to create a
conversation-like pattern is one main reason circular questioning is appropriate for this study.
This study used circular questioning in two ways. First, participants I engaged in a one-onone conversation about their personal history and cultural experience. Second, I used circular
questioning to stimulate a conversation within the dyad.
Some aspects of circular questioning can be problematic when applied to cultural
research. Chong (1997) argued that neutrality in Korean social context does not carry the
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same meaning as it does in a Western context. For Koreans, neutrality roughly translates to
“‘amoral’ or placed outside the social context” (p. 79). If a researcher presents himself or
herself as neutral to a Korean participant, then the researcher may not be able to create a
natural conversation because the participant would see the researcher as outside the social
system. This criticism highlights the contextual nature of any conversation. The
conversations in this research occurred within a context that affected how the dyad makes
meaning and coordinates their action together. If the dyad had seen the cultural context as
United States and if the researcher had presented his or herself as neutral, then they may not
have considered the researcher outside the social context. Being neutral in this way can be a
fully accepted framing within United States culture. If on the other hand, the dyad had
framed the conversation differently, then being “neutral” may not have been acceptable.
Coordinated Management of Meaning. This research focused on cultural referencing
and what was constructed within the dyads through their cultural references. By looking at
their conversation rather than through it, I examined the patterns of communication and what
those patterns were creating. I used Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) (Pearce,
2007) as a theoretical lens to frame the study and some of the heuristics of CMM to unpack
the conversation. As a theoretical lens, CMM helped focus on the communication and what
was being created in the social world rather than attempt to look through the communication
to the individual. Therefore, culture was viewed as located in relationships and the social
world (Gergen, 2006; Pearce, 2007). The heuristics of CMM helped add discipline to the
interpretation process.
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Participant Selection
The dyads consisted of people who know each other at work but do not have a
superior-subordinate relationship. I excluded people with a superior-subordinate relationship
for two reasons. First, I did not want structural power to influence a person’s decision to
participate in this research. Second, I wanted to reduce the influence of structural power as a
factor in how the participants interacted with each other. There were other structural power
differentials such as gender and race that I did not attempt to control; however these arise
from broad social discourse and beyond the uniqueness of this organization’s structural
power factors.
I used seven dyads in this study. Using my personal contacts, I first recruited
participants who previously described themselves as having multicultural experience, and
then I used snowball process to find all the participants. When a potential participant was
identified, I informed him or her of the qualifications and purpose of the research using the
script in Appendix A. I informed the potential participant that his or her participation was
completely voluntary. I also asked him or her for the names of other people he or she
thought might qualify for the research. Those people were then contacted using the script in
Appendix A, until the required number of participants was obtained.
Once I found a person with multicultural experience who agreed to participate, I
asked him or her to nominate a work colleague to participate with him or her as part of the
dyad. I ensured that the two people did not have a superior-subordinate relationship in the
organization and that neither felt coerced into participating. Informed consent was obtained
from both parties before they participated (see Appendix B).
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At least one person of each dyad met the following criteria for having multicultural
experience; a) born outside the United States, b) English was not his or her first language, c)
he or she moved to the United States after the age of 12, d) he or she had a work colleague
willing to participate as part of the dyad, and e) he or she was willing to participate in a 60minute interview and a 2-hour session with the work colleague. The second person in a dyad
needed to only meet (d) and (e) above. I either handed to the potential participant or emailed
to them a written description of the research, the criteria, and time obligations (see Appendix
C).
Setting
I conducted this study in a federal government research and development laboratory
where I was employed as an internal organization development consultant. The laboratory is
a research, development, and acquisition organization whose responsibility is to develop and
maintain Department of Defense aircraft. The organization employs approximately 30,000
civilian and military employees to perform a wide variety of technical and non-technical
work. I conducted this study at two sites on the west coast of the United States.
Procedures
The study consisted of three main phases. In the first phase, I conducted a one-on-one
interview with each participant about his or her background and cultural experiences. In the
second phase, I facilitated a conversation with the dyad. In the third phase, I analyzed the
conversations for patterns of communication during episodes of cultural referencing.
Phase 1: Initial interview of background. I conducted this interview with the
individual participant and it was audio recorded and transcribed. See Appendix D for
interview protocol. The purpose of this interview was twofold. First, I sought to understand
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the participant’s cultural background and experience. Second, I began to develop a rapport
with the participant so that in subsequent conversations, the participant was more
comfortable sharing his or her stories.
During this interview, I attended to how the participant described his or her cultural
experience. I invited each participant to share their cultural background and experience
regardless of whether or not they are considered to have multicultural experience for this
study. For example, if he or she expressed only one cultural experience, does he or she speak
of culture at all? Has he or she had experiences of other cultures that seem significant for him
or her?
Phase 2, Part 1: Conversation about cross-cultural interactions. As a dyad, the
participants first watched a 3-minute segment from Lo’s (1999) movie Catfish in Black Bean
Sauce which is a fictional story depicting multicultural and cross-cultural issues. The dyad
watched a dinner scene from the movie. The transcripts of the scene are shown in Appendix
F. After watching the movie segment, I asked the dyad to describe what they saw happening
in the scene. I kept them engaged in conversation using circular questioning (see Appendix
E).
Next the participants viewed two videos extracted from YouTube.com which
according to the comments, was a recording of an actual cross-cultural team interactions (see
Appendix G). I then asked the participants to describe what they saw happening and I
facilitated the conversation using circular questioning.
Finally, I gave the participants a series five of short written dialogues of cross-cultural
interactions in work settings written by Storti (1994). The dialogues can be seen in Appendix
G. I once again asked them to describe what they saw after reading each dialogue.
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Phase 2, Part 2: Reflection conversation. I video recorded the conversation about
cross-cultural interaction. I played back a segment of the video of the dyad’s conversation
and invited the participants to comment on what they saw happening. Using circular
questioning, I asked what they noticed about what each other was talking about and what
they were thinking but not saying.
I audio and video recorded all of Phase 2. This segment lasted approximately 90
minutes for each dyad.
Exceptions to the phase 1 and 2 procedures. I conducted a pilot study with two dyads
to determine the feasibility of the procedures and the usefulness of the analysis methods. In
the pilot study, only the movie scene was shown to the dyads. During this study, I determined
that the reflection conversation was not yielding much data. The participants seemed
unwilling to discuss their previous conversation. One reason for their reticence might be they
did not want to disclose their thinking to their dyad partner. Another explanation is the
participants may have been self-conscious of seeing themselves on video. After watching the
video of them, all of the four participants initially responded by indicating self-consciousness
or embarrassment.
The results of the pilot study led me to remove the reflection conversation from the
subsequent dyad procedures. I also added the additional videos and written dialogues to
increase the amount of conversation with cultural references. This change produced the
expected results and the dyads did engage in episodes containing cultural references.
One of the post-pilot dyads enacted an episode where there was a disagreement
between them on how to manage multicultural employees. I decided to have separate
reflection conversations with each one, showing them the segment of their conversation
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where they disagreed. Though these conversations produced interesting stories, they did not
include much cultural referencing.
Phase 3: Unpacking the conversations. The body of knowledge under the umbrella
of CMM contains several methods or heuristics that enable a specific view into a
conversation and social world. Each heuristic is a type of instrument to help the researcher
unpack the conversation. Though this interpretive research was nonlinear, emergent, and
situated, the instruments of CMM helped to answer certain types of questions and create
thick descriptions of the conversations (Schnitman, 2004). The results of the pilot study
indicated that a few of the CMM concepts, models, and heuristics would be more useful in
this investigation that the rest. For this reason, I used these as I unpacked the conversations.
The next section briefly explains the CMM, concepts, models, and heuristics that guided the
analysis.
CMM Heuristics
Episodes. Episodes are sequences of messages that have some narrative structure and
are bounded by punctuation. Each episode is perceived as a unit and has meaning within a
context. Episodes define what is going on. For example, an episode in this study was a
conversation about the movie scene the dyads just viewed.
Stories and the LUUUUTT model. Stories lived are “the co-constructed patterns of
joint-actions that people perform; stories told are the narratives that people use to make sense
of stories lived” (Pearce, 2004, p. 58). The LUUUUTT model involves understanding
examining the tension between stories told and stories lived (see Figure 2). The LUUUUTT
acronym stands for; a) stories Lived, b) Unknown stories, c) Untold stories, d) Unheard
stories, e) Untold stories, f) stories Told, and g) storyTelling. The LUUUUTT model helps
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us attend to how stories are told. In particular the manner of storytelling and who tells them
was the focus of the analysis rather than the content of the stories. In this research, I was
particularly interested the stories told and the manner of storytelling.

Figure 2. The LUUUTT model.

Logical force and rules. People respond to one another in a way that is governed by
interpersonal deontic logic. Social worlds consist of complex webs of perceived obligation.
These rules come in the form of constitutive rules and regulative rules. Constitutive rules are
descriptions of what something means in a context. Regulative rules describe the sequence of
actions that should take place within a given context.
Coherence. We tell stories to others and to ourselves in order to understand the world
around us and to make sense of where we fit in that world. We try to keep the set of stories
consistent enough so that the world remains intelligible and is one way in which we manage
meaning. Coherence is this process of telling stories to ensure intelligibility.
Hierarchies of meaning. Every human interaction takes place within multiple layers
of context. For example, the lowest layer might be the episode, followed by the relationship
one layer up, then the self and finally culture. The message has meaning within the context of
the episode which as meaning within the context of the relationship and so on. The order of
the layers can switch and there can be many more than the four noted above.
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Analysis Process
The audio recordings were transcribed verbatim by a professional transcription
service. I encoded and uploaded the video recordings onto a Macintosh computer using
iMovie for later use. Once transcription and video encoding were completed I used the
following procedures to analyze the data. I have described the analysis process below in a
linear fashion though the actual procedure was very iterative and I looped back over each
step several times.
1.

Listen to recordings, read transcripts, and watch videos. This process allowed me
to hear and see different aspects of the conversation. I did not analyze non-verbal
communication, though each medium highlighted some parts of the conversation and
shadowed others.

2.

Identify cultural references. I marked and indexed each reference to culture.

3.

Identify episodes. Most of the episodes were associated with conversations about
the movie scene, the videos, or the written dialogues. However, occasionally the
conversation would shift to another episode such as talking about culture at work. I
marked and indexed the punctuation points (beginning and ending) of each episode.

4.

Select episodes rich in cultural references. Some episodes had more cultural
references than others. Many episodes had no cultural references.

5.

Describe the stories told. Each episode contained several stories people were
telling about what they had watched or read and about themselves and real other
people in their lives. I described each story that contained cultural references.

6.

Interpret the manner of storytelling. I looked at how the stories were told and who
was telling them. For example, some stories were co-constructed, some were self-
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reflexive while others contained hedging language that mitigated or weakened the
uncertainty of the story.
7.

Interpret what was being made. I began to see patterns emerge in what was
happening through the stories. For example, many of the stories were creating an
explanation of characters in the movie, video, or dialogues.

8.

Create thick descriptions. By combining (5), (6), and (7) and using the models of
CMM, I was able to develop thick descriptions of the episodes where culture was
referenced.

9.

Examine patterns across all episodes. I compiled the results of (5-8) and placed
them into a large table. A small portion of this analysis table is shown in Table 1
below. Using this table was able to see larger patterns of communication emerging
from the conversations.
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Table 1
Portion of Analysis Table
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Chapter Four: Findings
Participants
The following section depicts how the participants described themselves through their
personal interviews. Of particular interest to this study is how they described their cultural
background and experience. Their descriptions of their cultural experience illuminated the
context in which they position their cultural identity.
In their day-to-day work settings, three of the participants have adopted AngloAmerican names and four have used their given names. The reason for adopting other names
did not come up in personal interviews. I have given the participants pseudonyms to help
ensure confidentiality. I asked the participants to supply their own pseudonyms however,
many found this difficult and a few found it impossible. Each of the participants who were
born outside of the U. S. who gave me a pseudonym used an Anglo-American name even if
they had not personally adopted such a name. Additionally, a few participants gave me
duplicate pseudonyms. For readability and to avoid duplication, I assigned pseudonyms that
are appropriate for their national and ethnic background. However, I did not take into account
local, sub-cultural, or generational variances in popularity of names.

Description of Junji and George
Junji worked as a team lead for an aerospace engineering organization. He was born
in Taiwan and immigrated to the United States when he was 11 years old. He described his
family as being middle-income owners of a factory and land when they lived in Taiwan but
having little when they came to the U.S. He did not know English when he arrived and
described his initial experience in the majority White neighborhood as tough since he did not
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know anyone at first and he was often teased. He depicted himself and his immediate family
as very Americanized, which he described as having adapted to western traditions and
holidays and having identified little with his Chinese culture.
George worked as a systems engineer performing organizational and staff
improvement functions for the same engineering organization as Junji. George was born and
raised in central United States on a family farm. He described where he grew up as looking
very White now that he lives in a more diverse community. He reported that he is aware of
the cultural differences between where he grew up and his current larger and more diverse
community where he now resides. Even though there are large cultural differences, George
recounted that he did not feel the culture shock when he first moved to his current
community because he believes people have many fundamental similarities across cultures.

Description of Chao and Travis
Chao is a lead engineer who has been working in the same project area for over 10
years. Chao was born in Hong Kong and moved to the United States when he was 17 years
old. He described his life in Hong Kong as tough since his father was gone for months as a
seaman and they had little money. He lived in a poor neighborhood and it often felt like his
family was getting by every day trying to make ends meet. When his father bought a Chinese
restaurant in the United States, Chao and the rest of his family moved from Hong Kong and
worked at the restaurant. Chao did not know English when he arrived in the U. S. and he says
that the language barrier was the biggest problem. He also narrated some of the stories of
culture shock that he experienced such as the use of mattresses and the freedom to move
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about in the U. S. He reported that he and his wife spoke English and home and he regretted
not teaching his children more Chinese.
Travis is also an engineer and has been with the same project as Chao for the last 10
years. Travis was raised in a small town in central United States and he lived in the same
house he was born in until he left for college. Travis attended college in a nearby city and
moved to California upon graduating. He remembers working some summers on his
grandparent’s small farm. He described his grandparents as Quakers and talks about how
their religious services were different from what he was used to since he was not raised
within the Quaker religion. To Travis, the Quaker gatherings he attended seemed more like a
hippie commune than a church.
Description of Kang and James
Kang was born and raised in Hong Kong until the age of 12 when he moved to the
United States. He was the only child of small business owners who Kang described as
working long hours. Kang described his childhood as being lonely at times when he was at
home alone. Kang recounted that he was excited to move to the United States and he
remembered getting out of the airport and noticing how clean and fresh the air was compared
to Hong Kong. He was surprised that there were much fewer people and that stores closed
early. He did not know English very well when he arrived in the United States and he
recalled it being hard to learn. He found it strange that the Chinese-American classmates he
met did not know Chinese. When he did learn English and start to make friends, he
associated with other Chinese at first then expanded his circle of friends though mostly other
Asian-Americans. He described himself as neither fully American nor fully “Hong
Kongese.” He concluded he is half and half and stated, “I’m stuck in the middle.”
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James’ father was a career member of the United States Foreign Service. Though he
was born in the United States, from the age of 3 until he was in 9th grade, James lived outside
the United States. Every few years he and his family would move to another country. He
recalled that he was always adapting to a new culture and situation that he described as
stressful. More than half of his education overseas was in foreign schools. He recounted that
first English-speaking school was in 5th grade in a school for children of American diplomats.
However, he did attend one school that was taught entirely in French. He learned French and
Chinese while growing up though he reports he is not fluent in them today. He remembered
he enjoyed talking to the local people and he believed he developed a sensitivity and
awareness toward other cultures.
Description of Anh and Craig
As a young child, Anh lived in a seaside town in Vietnam. As the war was ending, her
father and uncle planned and carried out a dramatic escape. Under the cover of darkness they
left on a large boat with shots being fired at them. They first spent 3 months in Hong Kong
before coming to the United States. Anh was 10 years old and did not know English when
she first arrived. Her family settled near relatives in the middle of the U. S. where she quickly
learned English. Because she learned quickly and because she arrived before many of the
other Vietnamese refugees came to the United States, she became an informal translator for
friends and relatives. She remembers being in delivery rooms as expectant mothers gave birth
and being taken to the Social Security office to help translate. She was only 13 years old
when she started translating. She described herself as being able to easily switch from
American culture to Vietnamese culture when she visits a group of relatives.
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Craig grew up in north central United States. He remembers spending time with his
family on outdoor vacations. Craig described his high school as having very little ethnic or
racial diversity. He described himself as very accepting and since moving to California has
had professional and personal relationships with people from many different ethnicities and
races. He has traveled extensively to other counties for his job and for pleasure.
Description of Fen and David
Fen lived in Taiwan until she was 12. She described her life as happy and full of
relatives nearby and playing with many friends. She moved to the United States to an
unincorporated territory in the Caribbean region. She recalled getting teased about being
from China since there were very few Chinese people there. Though many people spoke
Spanish in the countryside, she lived in the city and so she only learned English. She did not
know English when she first arrived and learned it in an English as a Second Language class.
She recalled not feeling as close to her friends in the United States as she did with her friends
in Taiwan. Now she describes herself as stuck in the middle between feeling Chinese and
feeling American.
David was born a raised through high school in a city on the west coast of the United
States. He recalled his childhood as being happy though they did not have much money to go
to restaurants or other expensive entertainment. After high school, David lived in Germany
for 2 years on a church mission. He had learned some German in high school and he was able
to learn enough in Germany to feel comfortable speaking with local people. As an adult,
David has traveled to some Asian countries and is currently learning to speak and write
Mandarin and Japanese. He enjoyed learning about other cultures and has been learning the
art of Sumi-e for several years.
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Description of Asad and Beth
Asad recounted that growing up on a fruit tree farm in Jordan made his childhood fun.
He started learning English in Jordan in the 5th grade though he noted that it was British
English so he still has a British accent. After high school he worked in Kuwait for a few
years where he interacted with people from many different cultures. He moved to the United
States at 23 years old to pursue a college education on the east coast. He described himself as
balancing Jordanian culture with American culture. He stated he has assimilated both of them
and that he learned cultures by being in them.
Beth grew up in a Midwestern state of the United States. Her father owned a mediumsized business where she remembers helping the office staff when she was a child. Her local
community did not have much racial diversity when she grew up. She recalls being about 3
or 4 when she met a Black person for the first time. He was an employee at her father’s
company. She reported that she enjoys travel and has visited several countries in Europe and
would like to travel in Asia or Africa soon.
Description of Ning and Bruno
Ning was raised in a large city in China. Her father was a professor in a major
Chinese research institution. Ning recalled that she was graduating when Deng Xaioping
came into power and started reforming China. This allowed her to get a better education and
go to college. After obtaining an undergraduate degree in China, Ning moved to the United
States to go to graduate school. She first started at a college in a Southern state then
progressed to pursue an advanced degree in a university in a Midwestern state. On her way to
her first university in the U. S. she stopped at a friend’s house in California. She was
surprised at how quiet it was compared to the city in China. She and her husband enjoy
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traveling and visiting sites within the United States. She described herself as currently
knowing less Chinese society than American society since China has changed significantly
since she left. However, Fen related she feels somehow stuck in the middle between the two
societies.
Bruno lived on the west coast of the United States until about 12 years old when he
moved to a western state farther inland. After he moved he felt socially uncomfortable and
excluded. He went to college in a Midwestern university where he went on to receive an
advanced degree. He does not think about his cultural heritage much. He says his parents
“were kind of hippie-ish” and they just thought the name was fun and interesting though it
had no connection to any family history or tradition.
Thick Descriptions
Introduction to thick descriptions. Interpretive analysis, like the kind I undertook
here, requires that the interpreter sort out relevant frames or ways of viewing an episode,
story, or utterance. The interpreter must untangle the complex layers of meaning and present
them to the reader not in a simpler form, for that reduction could remove much of the
relevant meaning, but rather present to the reader an explanation of requisite complexity that
is more intelligible than merely recounting the words spoken. Using the models and
heuristics of CMM, I developed thick descriptions of the episodes and stories the participants
told in order to interpret without reduction.
Geertz (1973) described thick description as constructions of people’s constructions
while “sorting out the structures of signification . . . and determining their social ground and
import” (p. 9). This sorting out is not an exact science and some art of seeing and framing is
required. CMM can help seeing while my combining the layers of meaning by explicating
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the dyad’s explications, hopefully helped the framing. In the thick descriptions below, I
attempted to make more comprehensible what was happening during some specific episodes
among the pairs of individuals.
Presentation of transcripts. Ochs (1979) argued that a transcript should reflect the
particular interests of the researcher and research question of the study. She further noted that
selective observation is occurring during the process of transcription and that “a more useful
transcript is more selective one” (p. 44).
In this research, I needed to be conscious about my selective observations. Many of
the participants’ speech patterns included utterances such as “um,” stammering, or repeated
phrases such as “you know.” Some of these utterances represented speech acts such as
hedging, and others may have been crutches enabling the speaker to think without pausing.
However, since this research was not based on micro-analytic communication theories such
as Conversation Analysis (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jeffereson, 1974) or Ethnomethodology
(Garfinkel & Rawls, 2002) where these utterances are forgrounded and play a large role in
the analysis, I removed most of these utterances from the quotes presented in the thick
descriptions in order to increase readability though I included them if I interpreted the speech
act as hedging. I included ellipses to indicate portions of speech that I selectively removed.
Episodes and segments. I used the term segment to refer to portions of episodes that
could stand on their own as interpretive pieces. Segments are interpretive units that make it
possible to describe the portions of episodes where culture is referenced. The segments were
less defined than episodes as there were no clear punctuations that demarked when the dyad
was enacting something new. I did not make a theoretical claim about the structure of
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conversations but merely used a convention for this research in order to foreground an
analytical frame of cultural references.
Naming of scenes, videos, and dialogues. This research used three types of cueing
material during the dyad conversations. Participants often referred to these materials during
their conversation. Table 2 lists the naming convention I used in the thick descriptions in
order to increase readability:
Table 2
Naming Convention for Cueing Material
Cueing Material

Naming Convention

Video Clip from Catfish in Black Bean Sauce

Movie Scene

Video Clip of Cross-Cultural Teams

Video

Written Cross-Cultural Dialogues

Dialogue

Use of terms. The participants used various terms when referring to people, nations,
culture, and social classes. For example, Participants might have referred to the United States
as “America,” “United States,” “U. S.,” “our country,” or “here.” They also made imprecise
use of nouns and adjectives such as of gender and sex and conflated concepts such as culture,
nationality, and race. Where reasonable, I used the participant’s terms in the thick
descriptions as he or she used them in their conversations. Occasionally, I changed the
terminology to increase understanding and readability.
Order of episodes. I presented the episodes in chronological order as they occurred
during the conversations. The first reason was to keep the fidelity of the nesting of episodes
within a larger episode each dyad was engaged in; namely participating in research on
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culture. Some of the participants referred to this context during the conversations. These
reflexive moments were most often used to coordinate contextual force. Presentation of the
episodes in this way can help the reader obtain some sense of emplotment and how one
episode may have been built on what was constructed in a previous episode.
Naming of episodes. I named the episodes according to the topic of the conversation.
The name provided a context of the episode that should help to orient the reader. For
example, if the title of the episode is Episode One: Movie Scene, then the participants were
referring to characters and events from the video clip from Catfish in Black Bean Sauce. In
this episode, if the participants referred to the Vietnamese mother or the Black family the
reader will have some concept of the characters and the scene.
Junji and George
Episode one: Movie scene. After viewing the scene from Catfish in Black Bean
Sauce, Junji asked a clarifying question; George made a comment, and then asked a question.
George’s question elicited Junji to respond by giving a possible explanation of why a Black
family would adopt Vietnamese children:
Interviewer: So just have a conversation about what you saw.
Junji: In terms of what?
George: Well, that’s interesting. So what’d you see?
Junji: Oh, well, it’s interesting from . . . the culture aspect and having a Black family
adopting a Asian orphans in many ways, I guess. In fact, I see that quite a bit now,
because . . . of the one child policy, and I guess Asians in general . . . tend to be very
male dominant. You know, your firstborn you really prefer to have a boy to carry on
your . . . family name. So they actually have a lot of the girls being adopted by
families here. So I see that quite a bit. So that’s what I see.
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By telling this story of Chinese adoption combined with a story of Asian culture’s
tendency toward male dominance, Junji explained why this mixed race family might exist.
Junji later told a story of United States as a melting pot though he wonders if it would be true
in all parts of the country such as Alabama or Northern Florida. He explained that the
melting pot is what this country is all about for him. This additional story referenced a
discourse of American culture and was used to explain the mixed-race scene. He tempered
his idealistic view of the U.S. by hedging and referencing a discourse of southern U. S.
prejudice against Blacks.
In the next segment, Junji and George discussed the son helping his adopted mother
in the kitchen, that he has a Black girlfriend, and age culture. They related this scene to their
own experience.
George: I thought the most poignant thing was . . . the gender thing. . . . When the
mom asked the one girl to help, and . . . the adopted son, when he said, “I’ll help you,
mom,” that to me was the⎯the most poignant thing. . . . I wasn’t looking at the
cultural part of it as much was her adopted son calling somebody else “mom.” That
was the thing that jumped out at me . . . maybe it’s because I see multi-cultural stuff
and we accept, like food differences?
Junji: Yes. Well, I mean the expression that I saw with . . . the birth mom is . . .
going back to the cultural aspect of it is I think she was taking exceptions to her son
calling another woman . . . “mom.” . . . and on top of it . . . with the mindset that he
wanted to carry on your . . . name and the blood line in many ways. . . . having a
Black girlfriend.
George: I also wondered if the⎯and here again, this isn’t any particular culture, I
don’t think⎯when the male said, “No, I’ll help,” I don’t know how strong of a
cultural thing that was. I know that, to me, was more of an age culture where my dad
wouldn’t have offered to get up, but I would . . . so I’m not really sure.
Junji: You know, I know my dad would not get up either. It’s like, “Okay, go ahead,”
. . . You know, women tends . . . to the kitchen, and men tends to be just sitting there
waiting for food.
George: So do you get up and help with stuff?
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Junji: I do, yeah, but like I think it’s probably more of a generation kind of thing, and
not so much . . . ethnic per se, but just the fact that things are much more progressive .
. . the husband and wife tends to work together to . . . make sure things are done
equally to some extent. . . . I know my wife takes exception when I say to her that. . .
“This is something a wife would do,” that doesn’t give me any Brownie points.
There was a pattern of back and forth in this episode where each was responding to
and eliciting a response from the other. They were co-constructing a story about the complex
interaction between culture, race, gender and generations. They used this story to explain the
interactions among the people in the scene. Behind this interchange they were implicitly
asking and answering the question “are these behaviors cultural?” By bringing in their
personal stories, they tested their assumptions against experience and constructed the overall
story so as to keep their social worlds coherent with the scene and with each other’s stories.
George brought the conversation back to gender by observing that the Black family is
matriarchal. He stated that he does not know if that would be possible in an Asian family.
This elicited a response from Junji that it is true for his family since his mother controls the
finances and therefore manages the house. George and Junji co-constructed a story of gender
and Asian cultures. This story was used to evaluate the matriarchal nature of the family in the
scene and consistency of the scene with both American and Asian cultures. These stories
added to the overall story of culture and gender.
Junji discussed the difference between how the son and daughter acted toward their
biological mother and how she reacts to them. The daughter was physically closer and
attended to her mother while the son ignored his mother. The story Junji constructed is that
the son was “more Black than Asian” and that this created a feeling of neglect for the
Vietnamese mother. He justified this story by observing that the son had a Black girlfriend,
the daughter had an Asian husband, and the daughter spoke Vietnamese.
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Junji: One thing that strikes me first of all . . . by the positioning, where they sat,
obviously the daughter is very close to the biological mom. . . . She, first of all,
speaks the language. I don’t know if the son does or not. She actually is very
conscious about the biological mom, trying to make sure she feels comfortable . . .
but the son on the other side is sitting across the table, and tends to be closer to the
adoptive mom. . . . You can see the biological mom, the way her facial expressions.
She obviously, is not comfortable. And obviously, she feels neglected. . . . And the
other thing that to me⎯the emphasizing point is the fact that he also has a Black
girlfriend. So I don’t know if that’s a statement, or an intentional part of the scene. . .
. He is more Black than he is Asian. . . . The⎯the daughter’s still very much Asian,
because she marries an Asian husband, sitting on this side next to the biological mom.
. . . The son, on the other hand is sitting next to a black girlfriend, and tends to be
more in tune with the needs of the adopted mom.
This story was used to explain the interaction between the Vietnamese mother and her
children. Positioning the Vietnamese mother as “neglected” may have been a reference to a
prefigurative force on the mother when the son helped his adoptive mother. He may also
have been implying a constitutive rule that having a romantic relationship with someone of
another race meant the son was denying his mother’s culture and by extension her.
Episode two: Culture at work. When asked the question, “When does culture come up
at work and how?” both George and Junji responded that culture is not talked about at work
and only occasionally in social conversations; the one exception being when they are
working with foreign customers. However, a follow up question, “Are there times when it
[culture] matters?” elicited a response from George who told a story of someone at work
stating that because of his culture an Asian male will not voice opposition to an authority
figure:
George: I think there are cases . . . when a person⎯I don’t know quite how to say
this, . . . it’s more in terms of how they behave. I can think of an individual where
I’ve heard and been part of conversations where they said it’s hard for that person
because of their culture to voice opposition to what somebody in authority over them
said. So that- that I know has come up and that does matter because you want to know
what that person has to say and . . . In this one conversation . . . that that did come up
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. . . so in that case I think people need to recognize that and . . .make sure that they’ve
done what they can to. . . break that . . . barrier down.
Though the details of this story such as the name of the subject were untold, Junji
believed he knew whom George was talking about and he told an additional story:
Junji: Yeah, I think I know the particular instance you’re talking about and I don’t
know if it is because of the stereotypes. Again, media tends . . . to encourage
stereotypes.
Interviewer: What was the comment?
Junji: Oh, I guess Asian tends to be . . . more⎯I don’t know if the word submissive
is correct but tend not to rock the boat, so there’s an issue they tend . . . to just try to
keep it quiet. So that was the conversation that I had because that individual came to
me and was asking me if that’s the norm and I said you know what, I don’t know.
You’re asking the wrong person because if there’s anything else on my mind . . . I’ll
be tactful but I’m not gonna keep it hush-hush because it goes back to your core
values. If you’re truly believing it and it bothers you, well . . . you need to bring it up.
To keep his social worlds coherent, Junji argued that it is an incorrect stereotype that
Asians are quiet and passive. His self-reflection revealed that he is not like this stereotype
and so he offered the explanation that this behavior has more to do with individual
upbringing than it does ethnic background. George responded to this by admitting he would
have thought Asians are less willing to disagree with a superior. He then agreed with Junji
and stated, “we attribute it” to culture more than how the person was brought up. George
confessed he holds this stereotype about Asians and at the same time leaving open the
possibility he might be wrong. His use of the pronoun we positioned himself as doing what
many others do; attributing behavior to culture based on limited experience.
When asked about organization culture, Junji responded that the “gender culture”
comes up quite a bit because “man is from Mars and woman is from Venus.” These
differences lead to communication barriers and are more challenging for him than are ethnic
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differences. He stated that gender culture “transcends ethnicity.” George and Junji then coconstructed a story of how and why the communication issues occur between men and
women. Women were positioned as listening “too carefully,” “too granular,” and
remembering things that happened “long ago.” Men were positioned as talking in
“generalities,” look at “big pictures,” and when misunderstandings occur between men they
can “usually work it out fairly quickly.”
When gender was constructed as a story of two cultures, Junji and George created a
context where cross-cultural communication is the issue. Men and women do not have
coherent constitutive rules that then lead to different meanings of the same speech act. Men
and women are destined to act in an uncoordinated way. In this conversation Junji positioned
gender in his hierarchy of meaning as higher than other forms of culture. In the next episode,
George described the hierarchy as reversed.
Episode three: Culture and gender. Responding to a question about where a
combination of culture and gender make a difference, George told a story of an Asian male
who struggled with women in the workplace who were in a position superior to his own.
George prefaced this story with the hedge “it’s possible” and stating that Junji “may be able
to correct” him. He continued to hedge as he told the story:
George: Yeah. . . . I don’t know if that’s true or not . . . if that’s real or is now one of
the stereotypes that . . . is just forming in my mind. Does that make sense of
what⎯what I was communicating?
George explained that this person understood gender interactions as having meaning
within the context of his culture. When George reflected that this was 10 years ago and could
be explained by generational differences, Junji agreed that this is likely generational. He then
told a story of how the glass ceiling is largely gone and cited the CEO of HP as an example.
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He added a story of how society is requiring both spouses work and that the trend in the
future will be towards one global culture. He continued to amplify this story by telling a story
of how racism is taught. He then told a story of how his 5-year old son experienced racism at
a playground. Junji applied an implicative force to change the episode from one about
Asians and gender to one about society’s movement toward one culture. George’s hedges
reduced the force of his statements such that Junji did not have to create the episode of
argument and instead could offer an alternate explanation.
Episode four: Immigrating. Junji told a story of what it was like for him to move to
America at a young age. He said that in the “process of being an American” he lost some
aspect of what it means to be Chinese. He was able to create coherence between his loss of
Chinese identity and his Chinese culture by telling a story of how the Chinese adapt to
wherever they go in the world.
George responded to Junji’s story by telling a story his father told him about the loss
of ethnic awareness where he grew up in the United States:
George: Oh, absolutely. I guess that would be a good way to articulate what I’m
saying, . . . When I grew up, I didn’t see or understand that the towns around where I
grew up were ethnically started really. There . . . was one . . . Polish that we kind of
understood just because the names, but beyond that, it was completely lost on us. And
I could talk to my dad, he said “. . . that [pointing] Danish Town, Polish Town,
German Town, Italian Town”. . . . He talked about that really dying down but when
he was a child, it was very important. It was completely lost.
George connected Junji’s story to one that is closer to his own social worlds. This
reinforced Junji’s story, showed empathy, and co-constructed a story of immigration and
cultural identity.
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Chao and Travis
Episode one: Dinner scene. Chao made a statement about the Vietnamese mother
bringing her own sauce. Travis agreed then Chao told a story about his mother-in-law:
Chao: And I can understand her jealousy. But she has to learn to accept that. But it
takes time. Nobody is doing anything wrong. . . . And bringing the old sauce out was
kinda awkward!
Travis: Yeah.
Chao: And then again, that’s their culture . . . my mother-in-law maybe I’m gonna go
restaurant, every single restaurant: vinegar, hot sauce, soy sauce always they put that
on the table as soon as I sit down. At home she got her own mix sauce . . . I mean it’s
an insult to the chef . . . you should taste what I cook for you . . . otherwise you might
as well go to Kampai and have everything taste the same.
On one level, Chao explained the scene using a story of his mother-in-law. He also
evaluated what is happening based on his own beliefs of the action. For Chao, there existed a
constitutive rule that if a person puts his or her own seasoning on food, it meant an insult to
the chef even if it was an acceptable practice in his or her culture.
Travis observed that the sister is more attentive to her Vietnamese mother and the son
is not. Chao used a story of gender and a personal story to explain:
Travis: The other thing I thought was interesting was that between the brother and the
sister, the sister was much more attentive to the mother and the son was not at all.
Chao: It’s a girl’s thing.
Travis: Probably could be, yeah.
Chao: My sister same way. I feel bad sometime I kinda neglect my mom but that
didn’t mean it that way but just so much a guy can attend to at the same time.
Travis: Okay. Because I would think in American culture it might be reversed. The
son might be more uh. I guess maybe that’s because sons and mothers and brothers
and daughters.
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Chao: I think it’s exact the same reason but rather than American culture, I think it’s
the Asian culture women, the girls, always attend to the mom. . . . When my mom
showed up my wife pretty much try to drop everything to please her.
Travis: Okay.
Chao: I think that’s the thing . . . she supposed to do. The daughter or the wife
supposed take care the mom or mother-in-law.
Travis: It’s more the duty.
Chao: The duty, exactly. Yeah, exactly.
Travis: It’s kinda like that in American culture but not as probably, not as much. Yes.
Chao: Yeah, yeah.
Chao used his personal story to both explain the scene and create coherence between
what is happening in this scene and his social worlds. Chao and Travis were able to compare
and evaluate differences between American and Asian culture around practices of gender and
relationships to mothers.
Episode three: Culture at work. Following a remark by Travis regarding the daughter
interpreting for her mother, Chao told a story of how his relatives spoke Chinese when they
want to keep something from others. They then both began to talk about how many people
talk in another language at work. When Travis said people were speaking Chinese, Chao
corrected him and said they were speaking Vietnamese:
Travis: A lot of people do that at work.
Chao: A lot of people do that, even⎯even here.
Interviewer: What do you mean?
Chao: A lot of non⎯
Travis: They’ll start speaking Chinese or whatever.
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Chao: Vietnamese [laughs]. A lot of Vietnamese does that.
Travis: Yes.
Chao: And all a sudden we sit down together having lunch together and one guy
starts speaking Vietnamese to the other one, like what? You . . . say bad thing about
me or? It’s a very, very bad habit. Not just Chinese or my relative, I know a lot of
Asian people do that, and it’s a terrible thing to do. And if you have something you
want to tell me, don’t want Travis to hear, you tell me later. Hold off. Wait, you
know?
Travis: See, it doesn’t bother me. . . I guess I don’t assume they’re saying something
bad or whatever. To me it’s just they’re trying to say something private.
Chao: That’s your nature.
Travis: Yeah, I guess so. So it doesn’t bother me. [laughs] Now you’re gonna start
doing that, right? [laughs]
Chao: Yeah, I’m gonna start whispering in his [the researcher’s] ear.
On the surface, Chao’s story was used to evaluate the behavior of Asians speaking
another language in front of those who do not speak their language. It was also a story about
a contextual force at work for Chao; one ought not perform this behavior. He also referred to
a constitutive rule namely, in certain contexts such as work, if someone is speaking a
language that another does not understand, that means the speaker is trying to keep
something from the other. By referencing Asian culture and stating the practice is “terrible”
he positioned himself outside of this cultural practice. Chao did not position himself as
breaching a rule within the culture but rather he did not feel the practical force to do so. He
offered a more acceptable alternative action; “tell me later, hold off, wait.”
Travis did not hold the same constitutive rule as Chao. For Travis, speaking another
language in front of him did not constitute they are saying something bad. Chao explained
this by referencing a personal trait; “that’s your nature.” The exchange of jokes about Chao
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performing this practice in front of Travis was both positioning, as Chao can do this since he
speaks Chinese and Travis cannot, and was an affirmation of their collegial relationship.
Notice that by saying he will whisper in the researcher’s ear, Chao was referring to the
researcher’s Asian heritage.
Travis and Chao discussed which ethnic groups are primarily represented at their
work place. Travis reflected then told a story of how he does not make the distinction
between different Asian ethnic groups:
Travis: I don’t make the distinction between they’re Chinese or Vietnamese or
Filipino. Even though I probably know it . . . but because I don’t make a distinction.
Chao: Because you’re not in that ethnic group.
Travis: Yeah, I guess not, no.
Chao: Just like the joke that goes around. “You all look alike.” That thing, you know.
When I came over?
The conversation then turned to a story of how Chao does not look Chinese. Travis
explained that Chao looks Native American. Chao told a story of going to Hawaii and people
believing he was local based on the way he looked. These stories reinforced the discourse
that Americans see all Asians as one group. Chao’s story described the complexity of making
ethnic attributions based on appearance.
Responding to a question about whether culture matters at work, Chao told a story of
how White people do not see culture as important at work. But a Black person or an
immigrant always has culture in the “back of our minds.” For immigrants, he attributed this
to not speaking English well that leads people to believe they are stupid. He believed this is
a “psychological thing” and nobody is to blame. Chao seems to have equated “White” with
American English speakers and “immigrant” with non-White non-English speakers. Travis
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responded that though people tend to jump to conclusions about others who do not speak
English well, he stated the constitutive rule would be for people to consider them uneducated.
He also agreed that most Whites would not see culture as a big part of the work place. Chao
used his story about being an immigrant and not speaking English well to support his story
that Whites do not consider culture and for immigrants it is always present.
Kang and James
Episode One: Movie scene. Kang told a story that the scene is about two cultures
sitting down together for dinner and they are not familiar with each other. He stated that you
do not want to disrespect the person from the other culture. James added that people were
being careful in the scene. Kang and James then talked about how some people notice the
cross-cultural missteps and some do not.
Kang: Being careful, yeah. About what you do. And sometimes you might do things
that you, uh, make the person of the other culture upset that you’re not aware of.
That’s what I see in the movie.
James: Yeah. And out some silences there were there was a little, uh-oh, um, that’s
not right, or⎯
Kang: Someone realizes that uh-oh, some don’t⎯
Kang explained the awkward body language in the scene by describing a contextual
force that the people should be feeling since they are in a multicultural setting and they do
not know each other well. Kang and James co-constructed a story about how some people
can notice interpersonal mistakes and some cannot.
Episode two: Mixed race family. Kang told a story of how the Vietnamese mother
may have been surprised, uncomfortable, intimidated, or scared to find that a Black family
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adopted her children. He added that being from Hong Kong, he had not seen many Black
people.
Kang: I can imagine the mom being⎯I don’t know if she knew about, beforehand . .
. who adopted her children. . . . I can imagine she being really surprised or maybe feel
uncomfortable that her real children is adopted by Black folks. I mean, kind of, for
me, coming from Hong Kong . . . I didn’t see a whole lot of Black folks. And she
might feel scared or intimidated, maybe.
Kang associated his own story to the story he constructs about the Vietnamese mother
in the scene. He used this story to explain her reactions in the scene. Kang also created
coherence between his own world and the scene when he constructed this story about the
Vietnamese mother.
Episode three: Gender roles. James noted that the Vietnamese mother was taken
aback when the son jumped up to help his adopted mother in the kitchen. He suggested that
this was because the Vietnamese mother thought the daughter should have helped instead.
Kang told a story that in Asian culture, the daughter should help out in the kitchen, not the
son. In this episode, James told a story about gender rules to explain the Vietnamese
mother’s reaction. Kang added to that story by adding a regulative rule for Asians and
connected James’ story to this rule.
Episode four: Race and relationships. James asked Kang if it would be a problem
when the son grabbed his girlfriend’s arm to keep her from using the sauce. Kang answered
that it would not be a big deal. James then suggested that it might be a racial issue for the
Vietnamese mother to see her son with a Black woman. James’ suggestion referred back to
Kang’s previous story about the Vietnamese mother being uncomfortable with having her
children adopted by a Black family. James made this suggestion in a way that both supported
Kang’s earlier statement and at the same time asked for confirmation from Kang.
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Kang responded by telling a story about joking with his family about bringing a Black
woman home as a girlfriend or a wife. He related this to being Asian and told a story that
Asians want their children to have another Asian as a wife or girlfriend. James then asked if
this was explicitly told to him.
James: Is that kind of understood, or is that actually told to you, or they⎯
Kang: I wouldn’t say, “told.” Maybe hinted.
James: Okay.
Interviewer:

How would you get the hint? Can you think of any examples?

Kang: Back in the college year, and I went home and I just joked about, “Oh, I’m
gonna bring home a, a Black girl home, you know, meet you guys,” and their first
reaction, it would be like, “Oh no! No, no!” I mean, they would try to tell me, or
they’re open, things like that. But, I mean, you can get a sense that in the
subconscious that’s not what they want.
Kang stated that this is broader than just his family. He felt that the way his parents
think is the same for Asians in general. To support his beliefs, Kang then told a story about
what his Asian friends think when they see an Asian girl with a White guy.
Kang: And like, I don’t know, it’s just my feeling that it is, it’s probably true for
most Chinese or Asian family. And I know, like for me, like in high, or high school
or college, my Asian friends, they like to say things when they see, let’s say, a
Chinese girl with a White guy. You know, they, sort of, don’t feel comfortable with
that . . . a lot of the Asian people. They don’t feel comfortable . . . a White guy trying
to meet a Asian girl. It’s these things that I did see quite often.
James then inquired about the opposite gender-ethnic combination and if that would
be acceptable.
James: How about an Asian male and a White female?
Kang: General feeling is that that is impossible.
James: That is impossible?
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Kang: Yeah. The general feeling is like White girl wouldn’t want to date an Asian
guy.
James: Oh really?
Kang: You know. I guess that’s general impression that we would get.
James: It’s not that the Asian guy wouldn’t want the White girl, it’s just the White
girl wouldn’t consider the Asian?
Kang: Yeah. [laugh]
In the above sequence of turns, James’ questions and Kang’s responses created a
story of rules for interracial relationships from an Asian perspective. Kang explained the
deontic logic as follows:
A) Asian man and Asian woman is possible and acceptable
B) White man and Asian woman is possible and not acceptable by Asian men
C) Asian man and White woman is not possible
The researcher then asked where this comes from. After a long pause of 21 seconds,
Kang stated he doesn’t know then says “It’s. It’s.” After another 10 second pause, James
offered an explanation:
James: I think it’s something deep in the culture. It’s just wanting to keep the culture
pure . . . they don’t outwardly say it, but it’s almost like you really know what the
right thing to do is.
Kang initially responded by agreeing with James and then stating a regulative rule
that about trying to keep the bloodline pure. Then he offered a practical reason for keeping
marriages within the same culture:
Kang: I guess I say, for my parents, they would want a Chinese grandchildren, so
that look Chinese, they can teach ‘em to speak Chinese, but then if you, let’s say I
have a White girlfriend, White wife, and we have a mixed kid. And in the home we
might not speak Chinese and the kid probably don’t even know Chinese. And I can
see my mom; my parents might not, probably won’t prefer that, because at home they
speak Chinese. They don’t know a whole lot of English. And I guess, also, they will
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have hard time communicating with, say, my wife, because, you know, she wouldn’t
speak Chinese.
Kang’s story depicted the importance of extended family relationships and how
communication plays a role. His story mentioned phenotype and mostly describes
communicating in one language. This prompted James to inquire about where the boundaries
exist between phenotype, culture, and language for marriage:
James: They almost wouldn’t care if it was an American Chinese, or a FrenchChinese, or, it wouldn’t matter what country they’re from as long as it was a
Chinese⎯
Kang: I would think so, yeah. And, and that’s the way I see it, too.
James: How about Orientals in general, say a Vietnamese, and a Chinese. Is that
looked down upon, too, or is that kinda frowned on, or is that mixed?
Kang: What do you mean?
James: As far as, say, a Chinese man marrying a Vietnamese girl. Is that⎯
Kang: I think that would be okay.
James: That would be okay?
Kang: Yeah. It’s sort of weird. They still speak different language, but for me, to us,
it’s still Asian. And they’re still, you know, black hair, brown eyes.
James and Kang co-created a story in the segment above that describes how the
importance of phenotype outweighs language in marriage. Overall, Kang and James
constructed an episode in which stories are told to create a complex relationship between
race, gender, language, and culture within the context of romantic partnership and marriage.
Kang’s repeated use of personal stories and references to his family created coherence
between the stories told and his stories lived within his friends and family relationships.
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Episode five: Indian and American team. Responding to a question from the
interviewer about where culture clashes were observed, Kang responded that in the first
video the two groups seemed divided since the Americans talked about sports and the Indians
talked about other things. James responded by telling a story of the Americans being rude:
James: Well, the Americans were gettin’ drunk. I mean, drinking beer, and, and the
Indians were very careful, kind of polite, probably weren’t⎯and here these people
are, these Americans, getting drunk! That’d be rude. I think if they knew ahead of
time what happening I think it’d be better off all the way around, you know, if the
Americans knew, “Wait a minute, they don’t drink, so let’s not go to the bar,” or you
know, that kind of a thing. But I don’t think there was any consideration there yet, so.
James explained the behavior of the Americans and he described them as violating a
contextual force. If the Americans knew that the Indians did not drink alcohol or eat meat,
then they should have felt compelled to hold the meeting at another location.
Episode six: At work. Responding to a question about culture clashes at work, Kang
told a story of how he felt during a recent team barbecue:
Kang: I mean, don’t get offended from what I’m gonna say, but for me, I was the
only Asian there, and I don’t know if because of our age difference. I mean, it could
be our age difference, or it could be a cultural difference, but for me personally, this
feels, it’s just . . . I was the only Asian there. And it just, we wouldn’t have a whole
lot in common, maybe, to talk about even. I mean, that’s just the way, subconscious,
it was in my mind.
James: Because from my end I, it was, I didn’t even think of you being an Asian. I
mean, that was never⎯
Kang: I can understand that.
James: That was never⎯
Kang: This is my belief, it’s always, sort of my own personal belief that the White
folks, they don’t really care about race sort of. I don’t think they really look at race as
very important. But I guess as a minority myself, race becomes more, a little bit more
important . . . I’m more conscious about race . . . that is why, . . . I was feeling that
way.
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James suggested that Black people probably feel the same way as he does. Kang
explained that since Whites are the majority in America, they are not conscious of race. In
the above sequence, Kang began with a personal story of isolation. He used this story to
explain his experience and to position Whites as unaware of the importance of race and
culture.
James then asked Kang if a White person has ever put him down because of his race.
Kang responded “No” and then adds that he has felt he has to work twice as hard to prove he
is as good as White people. When James responded with surprise, Kang elaborated:
Kang: Yeah. Because, I guess, I’m conscious of what I cannot do. Let’s say . . . I
have to write essays. I know I don’t write as good as, as well as . . . White people . . .
so I will have to try to make up in some other way . . . so I’d like maybe study twice
as hard just to show that . . . that even though . . . I cannot speak English as well . . . it
seems like I don’t know what I’m talking about . . . but I’m still, I guess, capable.
The above episode, Kang and James explored aspects of race at work. Kang’s stories
connected his personal experience to beliefs about broader American society and how
minority racial groups are positioned in relation to White Americans. James’ responses to
Kang’s stories attempted to show understanding and to connect Kang’s stories to other
stories of broader social context.
Episode seven: A Pat on the Back. James began to explain the scene by stating his
belief that Kaneda is Japanese and there is something cultural that Kaneda is sensitive to
which makes him not want to give Yamamoto an award. James explained that to be pointed
out and given an award would take away from the group that would make Yamamoto
uncomfortable. This explanation did not make sense to Kang since he does not know of
anything in Japanese culture that would make you embarrassed if you get an award:
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Kang: I’m not aware that there’s such Japanese culture that you should be
embarrassed if you get an award for being in charge and leading your group
successfully. Maybe there’s some kind of misunderstanding.
Interviewer:

What might explain it?

James: I just thought Mr. Kaneda, by the name, he was the same culture as Ms, Mr.
Yamamoto, and he knew something, he was aware of something that wouldn’t be
right.
Jame’s response elicited Kang to state that the name Kaneda does not sound Japanese
to him. When the interviewer asked Kang if he would think differently if Kaneda were
Japanese, Kang responded that it would make him think that there is something in Japanese
culture that you do not want to be recognized. However, his story about Walden and Kaneda
was that neither was Japanese and that they were misunderstanding Japanese culture of
Yamamoto.
James and Kang disagreed on their interpretation of the scene based on a different
interpretation of the cultural relationship between Walden, Kaneda, and Yamamoto. If the
two people in the scene shared a culture, then a contextual force might have existed due to
Japanese culture that would have prohibited Kaneda from giving Yamamoto an individual
public reward. On the other hand, if Kaneda and Walden shared a culture and they are talking
about someone from another culture, then they might have misunderstood a regulative rule of
Yamamoto’s Japanese culture.
Episode eight: Not wanting attention. Kang told a story about how he overheard
someone at work say a racial slur against Vietnamese people. His first reaction was anger
though he did not act on the anger and instead ignored the comment. Kang stated that he is
pretty passive.
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James responded with a story about a friend of Japanese decent who was born in the
United States. The friend told James that he internalizes issues and will not say anything
because of his Japanese culture. Kang responded with a story about Asian males:
Kang: Yeah, that’s, that’s general, I guess, that’s our general trait. That’s how we
are. We just, we tend to be passive, I think.
James: Well, and why is that? Just so you, you don’t make a scene? . . .
Kang: I don’t know. It’s our personalities. . . . we just don’t like to make a scene, we
don’t like to draw attention to ourselves, I guess.
Kang: Yeah, normally . . . for me, I . . . don’t like to draw. . . attention to myself.
But yeah, I think that’s a general trait of Asian male.

This episode started with Kang’s personal story of overhearing a racial slur and his
reaction. This led to a co-constructed story of how Asians, specifically Asian males, deal
with conflict. Using these stories, Kang created coherence between his experience and his
story of Asian culture.
Anh and Craig
Episode one: Movie scene. When the interviewer asked a question about what each
saw happening in the scene, Anh responded with a story about the high level of chaos at the
table which is not normal for a Vietnamese family. She prefaced this by stating that she is
Vietnamese so she can relate to a traditional Vietnamese family. Anh evaluated the son’s
behavior as not the way one normally should behave in at a dinner with a guest. Anh noted
that he dropped things on his shirt and so she concluded he did not have the table manners of
a normal Asian family during dinner.
Anh continued that this must have been upsetting to the Vietnamese mother. She
spoke from the perspective of the mother:
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Anh: So, I mean, for her it's just like she's probably taken back . . . that's not the kind
of kids . . . I raise or probably⎯probably just like, not my kids . . . . I see how change
in the culture is different.
In the above segment, Anh described a set of regulative rules when in the context of
an Asian family at dinner. She used this description of the rule along with a story of how the
son violated these rules to explain the Vietnamese mother’s reactions. By incorporating her
story of being Vietnamese, she brought credibility to her evaluation and keeps the rules at
play in this scene coherent with rules she has experienced in her own family.
Anh stated it is unusual for anyone to bring his or her own sauce. She believed that
people do not bring their own sauce back in Vietnam. Anh then told a story of how and why
a guest should ask for sauce:
Anh: And then it's unusual for a person to actually bring their own sauce. I mean, I
don't even know whether we do that back in Vietnam. I don't think so. I don't know
why they added that in here . . . . What normally do is . . . to ask if the . . . the host,
if they have it. If you like a little bit more salty, you ask if you have soy sauce. If
you like it a little more spicy, you ask, “Do you have hot sauce,” but you don't bring
your own . . . .
Craig offered an explanation for the Vietnamese mother bringing the sauce. He saw
the action as part of a comedic device put into the movie for entertainment. He told a story
of when he has tried spicy Vietnamese sauces:
Craig: To do something like that and then⎯having tried Vietnamese food and . . .
trying different sauces and liking spicy, but I know limitations of putting a little on as
opposed to, you know, going overboard . . . looking at the mother's face and . . . that
was a little more than I bargained for. Trying to maybe make her feel comfortable,
you know, in doing that, saying, oh, “Let me try – try some of . . . your culture,”
In this segment, Craig reflected on this scene as being in the context of a movie in
which writers and directors create specific words and actions to elicit responses from the
audience. Craig’s turn provided an implicative force of moving this episode from talking
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about culture of the people in the scene to talking about the movie and the motivations of the
writers and directors. Anh’s assessment of the Vietnamese mother’s unusual behavior
became irrelevant when the behavior was explained in the context of a humorous movie
scene. Craig connected this comedic device to his own experience of tasting Vietnamese
food that created some coherence between the scene and his world as well as created a
connection between his world and Anh’s.
Anh then commented on the son pulling back his girlfriend’s arm when she wanted to
try some of the sauce. Anh described this action as rude and offered an explanation of why
he did this:
Anh: And that was really rude of him to do that when the girlfriend said she wanted to
try some. . . . I take it that as more he's ashamed of his culture, too, ‘cause
everybody's making face at it already after trying it. The mom did, the dad did . . .
maybe there was just a part of him that he just didn't want to show.
Craig responded to Anh by referring back to his previous explanation of comedic
devices in the movie:
Craig: See, I took that part of ⎯more as looking at it as more the comedy part, that
he knew what it was, not that he was ashamed of it, but he was more . . . protecting
her ‘cause he knew that if she tried it, you know . . . it might be too hot for her. . . .
he could be going like, “Oh, no, no. I know you're not going to like that if you try it.”
Anh and Craig made moves toward and away respectively from culture in order to
explain behaviors in the scene. Anh referred to the son’s context of multiple cultures and his
struggle for identity when she told the story about the son’s shame. Craig referred to the
son’s context of his relationship with his girlfriend when he told the story of the son
protecting his girlfriend.
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In the next segment, Craig noted that they served a Chinese meal when the guest was
from Vietnam. He wondered about why this happened and if one of the characters in the
movie was supposed to be Chinese. Anh responded to Craig by telling a story of how people
confuse Asian cultures:
Anh: Yeah, that's another thing is that people kind of . . . misconstrue that . . . part of
the world. There’s at least five, six different culture over there or even more, and
people just . . . lump it all to just Chinese . . . and thinks that Chinese food go all the
way across. . . . Japanese, Chinese, Korea, everybody, they look at everybody, and
they go “Chinese food.”
When the interviewer asked if this occurs often, Anh responded that it happens all the
time for her. Craig tells a story of how Anh’s children were asked if they knew Chinese and
they responded that they were Vietnamese. Anh explained people do not think her children or
she looks Asian and she is often asked if they are of mixed race. Craig told another story
about being with Anh at a farmer’s market when a Vietnamese woman did not think Anh was
Vietnamese:
Craig: A few weeks ago when we were at a – at the farmer's market nearby, she was
talking to a lady, buying something, and . . . she started to speak to her in
Vietnamese, and she goes, “You're Vietnamese,” and talked to her where they’re
from . . . . She didn't think that she was full Vietnamese.
Anh: Yeah. And then I go to restaurant, and I order in Vietnamese, and then the
Vietnamese people there would . . . go, “You speak Vietnamese?” And I go, “I am
100 percent Vietnamese.” They go, “No way.”

Anh explained that her family on her father’s side is tall, they have high noses, and
fair skin compared to most Asians. This segment began as a discussion about people in the
scene not distinguishing between different types of Asian ethnicities and moved to stories of
how Anh and her family are mistaken for different ethnicity even by other Asians. These
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stories explained the behavior of people in the scene, made Anh’s world coherent, and
explained Anh’s unique position of being mistaken as being from another ethnicity or race by
other Vietnamese.
Episode two: Cross cultural team. Anh responded to the interviewer asking what they
saw in the first video with a statement that the two groups should not be drinking together.
She then talked about how there are cultural differences between the two teams that they do
not understand. She gave the example of the Indians not drinking alcohol and being
vegetarians. When people from the U. S. deal with others from another country, Anh
declared they should have some cultural training. She told a story about how certain gestures
such as thumbs up can have different meanings across cultures. Anh told a story about the
Indian male in the video as having an issue with trust, though to Anh, the real issue was
about understanding one another and accepting differences.
Craig responded to this story by telling a story about how, for Americans, getting
away from the office and drinking is equivalent to team building and relationship building.
Whereas, other cultures may not see meeting after work as meaning the same thing as it
means to Americans. Other cultures may separate work from other parts of their lives more
than Americans do.
Craig then responded to Anh’s statement that Americans need to get cultural training:
Craig: It kind of goes on both sides because not only do the Americans have to be
sensitive to other cultures, other cultures have to be sensitive to Americans. So just
as Anh was talking about the Americans . . . need to learn the culture and the
briefings and stuff like that, that goes for the other side as well . . . they have to
understand when they're coming over here, too . . . they're now in a foreign country.
He continued to discuss how people from other countries should behave when the
come to the United States:
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Craig: They're here in the United States, and understanding that these kinds of things
happen and don't take offense to them, but speaking up, you know, if they were going
to go out and get together afterwards, maybe they could have picked a different
setting and said like, “Well, in our culture, you know, we don't drink, and . . . we find
it offensive.”
Anh and Craig co-constructed stories about the people in the scene as well as stories
about cross-cultural interaction between people in the United States and others. This story
explained what is happening in the scene by describing the causes of conflict they witnessed.
They also implied that cross-cultural episodes are different than intra-cultural episodes.
Accordingly, cross-cultural episodes create contextual forces on the people involved. For
Craig, one contextual force is that people should be more assertive about their own cultural
needs when in the context of a foreign culture. Anh’s story described how cultures can create
a different hierarchy of meaning which can lead to different meanings placed on the same
speech act, e.g. thumbs up gesture.
Episode three: Culture at work. Craig told a story about someone who worked on the
east coast who had a hard time understanding one of Craig’s Vietnamese colleagues. Craig’s
personal story was that he does not have any problem understanding his colleague. Craig
attributed his ability to understand his colleague to having had experience working with
people from multiple ethnicities. Craig also told stories about people who imitate Asian
languages:
Craig: If they're dealing with someone who's Asian, and they don't understand them
or whatever, and then they'll make some⎯some noises that, I guess, are supposed to
represent some Asian language, and I'm just like . . . it's good that there's not someone
from HR in the room. You know, in their mind they probably don't mean anything by
it. . . . It’s frustration or whatever, . . . I think on the West Coast . . . it's just a much
more ethnically diverse population.
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Craig’s story above is used to evaluate the behaviors of others in cross-cultural
interactions. He positioned himself as more understanding and tolerant due to his exposure to
people from other ethnicities. He contrasted his personal experience with some stories of
people who are less tolerant of ethnic groups that created differentiation between these other
people and him.
In the next segment, the interviewer asked if there are other instances where culture
has been brought up at work. Anh responded with a story of a woman in the organization:
Anh: Um, yes. Um, we have⎯we have one⎯um, we have a lady who works . . . in
the organization and who has a very challenging relationship with a lot of other male
peers that are also of the same ethnic background . . . her excuse or her reason is that,
oh, it's because she's a woman and because she is Asian, and Asian men don't really
treat woman very nicely anyway, especially in the workforce, and of equal peers as . .
. an engineer.
Anh continued the story and says that this woman went to complain to her project
lead who then responded to the woman:
Anh: Then the person, [project lead] said, “Well, I don't see that as happening. I see
those guys works for Anh. I mean, she's Asian, you know, and I don't see that as . . .
an issue.” . . . We have . . . that challenge in our organization, and it's not just one or
two person. There's at least five or six, seven other people.
Anh reflected on her experience and told her story that she has not had any problems
because she is an Asian woman. She does not see ever being held back because she is Asian.
She juxtaposed these two stories to evaluate the other woman’s claim of being discriminated
though she did not offer an explanation of why her experience is different than the other
Asian woman. By telling her personal story, Anh discredited the other woman’s
interpretation of what is happening to her. Anh also kept her world coherent by asserting her
story.
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The next segment began with Craig telling a story about how men and women see
and do things differently:
Craig: I mean, you know, guys can, you know, sit there and scream at each other or
have a disagreement, you know, like, “You're wrong.” . . . at the end of the day . . .
it's like nothing's ever happened. And sometimes . . . with women that I've seen . . . if
they get into a disagreement with each other, it's like that is carried . . . for a long
time, if not forever . . . that's just the dynamics of the workplace. . . . Even the
interpretation of how things are. Like two guys could say something and not be
offended by it, but . . . you could say the same thing to a woman, and she might be
[offended] or to another guy who has a different temperament.
The interviewer then asked Anh if she sees gender differences at work. She responded
with a story that sometimes other women will tell her that they are expected to do things just
because she is a woman. She then told a story about how sexual harassment training has
changed the workplace since she started in the early 1990’s:
Anh: Yeah, not so much anymore but before . . . there was some . . . resource assistant
that . . . say, “What does he expect me to do, go get him coffee now, too,” you know,
that kind of stuff. And then we get to the point where, you know, um, some of my
configuration manager, um, when I have a major meeting, I like them to take minutes
as part of that. “Oh, you know, we don't do minutes,” you know, that kind of stuff.
So sometimes it just gets out of control, too, now.
Anh: You know, when you have a really big meeting, you have visitor and you have
captain and all those come over, you . . . want to have everything organized. You
want to have, you know, coffee and . . . stuff. . . . I dare not ask them to do any of that
anymore. I just go get it myself or go make the coffee myself ‘cause if you ask them,
it's going to come back, and it's going to haunt you . . . So . . . to some point it gotten
out of control, too. To some extent . . . you're tiptoeing, too. . . . So I got to be really
careful.
Craig responded to Anh’s story by arguing that they have swung too far on cultural
sensitivity and that everyone is hypersensitive to it. He told a story about asking for help in
setting up a room for a meeting:
Craig: “Hey, can you . . . help set up the room for the meeting?” . . . and if 75 or
80% of the people doing the resource assistant positions and stuff like that happen to
be female, they may be hypersensitive to that isn't part of my description, and you're
trying to bring me back to the way it was years ago, and, no, it's like, “You just
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happen to be the people that we have available and the folks that are . . . not the
engineers, whether they're male or female, to go out and do those things”.
Craig continued with a related story of two males in the typically female role of
resource assistant and he speculates what might happen:
Craig: The last two people we've had in the resource positions have both been male,
which is . . . a different role. You don't see a lot of male in the resource assistant
positions, but that's just . . . currently what they are. So I think people. . . would
potentially treat them differently if they had a meeting or something and wanted them
to help. They might ask them, and maybe . . . they might take offense to it. I don't
know. Maybe they wouldn't. Another study.

In the above segment, Anh and Craig construed gender difference as creating
problems in the workplace and the organization’s efforts in dealing with the problems as
creating more problems. Craig’s story positioned men as forgetting about disagreements and
women as never letting go of them. Anh’s story positioned women as having problems with
gender roles in the past but now she is oversensitive to asking other women to do anything
that might be taken as a stereotypical gender role. Craig equated this awareness of gender
stereotyping to cultural sensitivity and told stories that asserted people in the organization are
hypersensitive to cultural issues. Though both Anh and Craig seem to have downplayed any
real gender stereotyping occurring in the organization, their stories also revealed that there is
at least one position, resource assistant, which has been staffed predominantly by women.
Fen and David
Episode one: Movie scene. Fen started by telling a story that the Vietnamese mother
did not tell her son’s girlfriend that she is beautiful in Vietnamese as the subtitle indicated.
She came to this conclusion using her knowledge of Asian culture:
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Fen: But I just felt that when she was shaking . . . her son’s girlfriend’s . . . hand,
and she spoke something Vietnamese, and I’m thinking, “I don’t think she said that
she’s beautiful.” [Laughter]
David: Oh, yeah⎯
Fen:

Well, because my thought is just that, she’s just come from Vietnam.

David: Yeah.
Fen: And I know, well, I guess with my experience, Asian people, you know, don’t
like dark skin. They don’t think that is attractive.
David: Hmm.
Fen:

So that’s why when she says something, I think instantly I thought⎯

David: Oh.
Fen: She’s not saying she’s beautiful. But I could be wrong, I don’t know. But . . .
that’s what I thought.
Fen’s story projected her experience onto the scene to explain behavior that might be
hidden to others. Her reference to knowing about Asian culture created credibility for her
conclusion and also began to make coherence with her world by making the scene conform
to her experience.
In the next segment, David noticed that the Vietnamese mother seemed reserved and
he told a story to explain why:
David: The mother, she seemed more reserved than the others . . .
David: So I can see, like, first of all she thinks, “These are my children,” you know,
“And they’re not like me anymore.” You know, “They’re not⎯they’ve raised in a
different culture, so there’s a lot of, you know, by people I don’t know.
Fen responded to this story by talking about the daughter being closer to her mother
than is the son. She stated that the son seemed more Americanized. David and Fen coconstructed a story about this family around the story of the children’s adoption and how
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culture has played a central role in the children’s identity. This story explained the behavior
of the characters in the scene such as the Vietnamese mother, son, and daughter.
David then began to talk about how the meal looked genuine since it is the way the
Chinese would prepare it. Fen responded:
Fen:

But, but they’re Vietnamese, they’re not Chinese.

David: Yeah, they’re⎯that’s true.
Fen:

So when she said⎯

David: That’s a mistake, too.
Fen:

Well, when she said, “I cook authentic Chinese food,”⎯

David: Yeah.
Fen:

My thought was like, “Well, how’s the mom gonna take it?”

David: Yeah, what’s that gonna, yeah.
Fen:

Because she’s Vietnamese, she’s not Chinese.

David then responded by telling a story about how American people do not
differentiate between Asian nationalities:
David: That’s true . . . like in America, most people don’t know how to differentiate
between the different Asian nationalities, you know? And so because . . . it’s not
taught in schools at all . . . least, when I was young it wasn’t taught in grade school or
high school.
Fen: But that’s why . . . I was more, I guess more sensitive when she said, “I cook
authentic Chinese food.” Right away I thought, “She . . . how’s she gonna take that?
Is she gonna be offended?” Because I know some people get offended when you say,
“Hey, are you Chinese?” or “Are you Japanese?” and you’re not.
This segment started with Fen reflecting on her own reaction to The American mother
cooking a Chinese meal for her Vietnamese guest. David then reacted to Fen’s story by
connecting his own life story and experience to explain why the American mother might
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have done this. David and Fen each connected to and explained different characters in the
story based on their own experience which brought coherence between the scene and their
worlds.
When the interviewer asked what might have happened before this scene, David
responded with a story about the mother’s anxiety in interfacing with people from another
culture:
David: Before? Uh, well, I imagine there was a lot of anxiety on both sides, you
know? Like . . . the woman who’s cooking . . . she wants to please. . . . She’s basing
her assumptions on . . . what she knows, which is probably not very much about, uh,
some foreign culture. . . . I noticed that . . . if you haven’t . . . been in a . . . setting
that’s foreign to you, you don’t even really know how you’re supposed to act, you
know? And you kinda have to look at other people and see. So . . . for the
Vietnamese mother . . . she looked like . . . she didn’t really know how she was
supposed to act. And she . . . looked like she was looking at other people to see what
she should do. And um, so, so I think there’s just a lot of anxiety.
Fen responded to David’s story with an alternate interpretation. She asserted that the
Vietnamese mother felt resentment. She explained this is due to not being able to act the way
she would normally in her children’s house:
Fen:

I-I think resentment.

David: Resentment?
Fen:

That’s what I think. Um, first of all, she just got here, right?

David: Yeah.
Fen: She gotta go to her kids’ house, like, it’s like⎯I don’t know how to explain it,
um, I have to go to a different family to see my kids, and I have to behave in a way
where it’s different what, from what I know. I need to be polite. I need to do things
different so I can fit in. And I have to be polite at my kids’ house. You know, in
Asian culture, the parents⎯no matter even if you’re married, when your parents
come to your house, your house is their house now.
David: Oh, yeah.
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Fen: You know? Uh, like my parents want to come to my house, well, it’s not my
house anymore, it’s their house. They’ll, they’ll critique me, they’ll criticize me,
they’ll do whatever, right? So, so I feel then that she’ll resent it, that she had to come
here and be polite and behave in a way that’s not normal to her.
David: Yeah
David and Fen had different interpretations of what was happening in the scene. They
each used stories from their own experience to relate to the story in the scene. David’s story
explained the contextual force of being with someone from another culture. The two mothers
do not know how to act since they may not know the constitutive and regulative rules of the
other’s culture. For David, this context can cause anxiety as people are not sure when they
might break a rule or misinterpret the other person. Fen’s story explained contextual force of
being in another culture that has different rules from your culture. The Vietnamese mother
knew how she ought to act in her children’s house if they had been in a context of
Vietnamese or Asian culture, yet in the context of the American culture and as a guest, she
could not act in those ways. For Fen, this would have caused resentment as people feel they
cannot act they way they are accustomed.
Episode two: Cross cultural team. After viewing the video, Fen and David talked
about whether the type of team building that is done in the United States would seem strange
in another culture. Then Fen stated that if people interface from the same cultural background
they can understand each other easier, but coming from different backgrounds requires more
sensitivity:
Fen: Um, coming from a different background, you have to be a little bit more
sensitive. Besides that personal agenda, there’s other things you need to work
through.
David: Right.
Fen:

You just have to be more sensitive.
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David: Yeah, ‘cause there’s even more separation⎯
Fen:

Yeah.

David then wondered if the Indians in the scene actually ate the chicken and drank the
beer even though it was taboo for them. Fen believed that they did not. David then responded
by speculating about whether the Indians ordered something later:
David: Oh, so, um, I wonder if they ordered something of their own liking, then, after
that, or what. I mean, like, w-what I’m thinking is they have to be kind of assertive
about what they want, you know?
Fen:

But see, that’s the American way, right? Be assertive. I’m just saying, it’s⎯

David: Yeah, may-maybe.
Fen: Like, American culture’s more aggressive, you know? You go get what you
want. In Asian, well, Chinese culture, we’re more reserved, we don’t say what we
want, we don’t say what’s on our mind. . . . But, but after that party, I’m thinking,
“Well, I could never trust ‘em.” Like that guy said, “I could never trust ‘em,” right?
“It’s obviously; they’re not sensitive to my needs. They don’t care about me. So how
can I trust them?”
In this episode, Fen and David interwove stories to co-construct an explanation of
what might happen in cross-cultural interactions. Their stories explained what is happening
in the scene though mostly from the perspective of the Indians. Their stories also began to
develop some rules for working in a cross-cultural context.
Episode three: Culture at work. Fen talked about how communication is important
within a team. David responded by asking Fen if she thinks there are misunderstandings at
work due to culture. David added that he does not think so but wonders if Fen saw it
differently. Fen replied that it does happen and tells a story of people who do not speak
English well:
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Fen: I think it does. If someone speak English in an accent, especially someone with
heavy accent, you can’t really understand them. It’s a hindrance to their career.
When they go to meetings⎯
David: Yeah, that⎯
Fen: When they speak up, I don’t know. I can’t speak of what other people think,
but I’m thinking it has to be a factor of how they perceive you.
David: Yeah, yeah, I would say so.
David then responds with a story of someone cooking a meal at work:
David: I remember . . . one of the Vietnamese. He was cooking the meal . . . in our
kitchen, and it was some kind of fish meal. And then another coworker, who was
American, White American, he said, “What stinks?” and “That stinks!” . . .
[Laughter] And then . . . the Vietnamese person said, “You, I’m gonna file a equalopportunity lawsuit against you. [Laughter] I thought that was funny, but⎯
Fen: That’s true . . . to him, it, his meal’s delicious, smells great. And you come
by, someone come by and say, “Hey, that stinks!” You know, it hurts.
David and Fen told two stories of the effects cross-cultural interactions can cause at
work. In the first story, non-native English speakers can be perceived poorly which can be a
hindrance to their career. In the second story, using the nomenclature of the story, the WhiteAmerican’s first turn was to state his opinion about the smell of the Vietnamese-American’s
meal. The Vietnamese-American felt the White-American’s statement constituted an insult to
which he then felt the prefigurative force to threaten the White-American with an Equal
Employment Opportunity complaint. Another interpretation was that the second turn was a
practical logical force to stop the White-American from continuing his insults. David did not
tell what happens next in the story so we do not know how the White-American responded.
Fen speculated there were at least hurt feelings that lasted beyond the episode in the story.
Episode four: A Pat on the Back. David and Fen assessed that since Kanada and
Yamamoto are both Japanese there must have been something in Japanese culture that would
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have made it embarrassing to be recognized in public. David told a story about how he
personally does not like individuals being recognized since it creates more losers than
winners. David later talked about differences between Japanese and American cultures:
David: I know that . . . there is a Japanese saying that the, the nail that sticks up gets
pounded down.
David: But here we say the squeaky wheel gets the grease . . . So it’s kind of like a
different mindset about . . . being kind of . . . too public, or something. Or being too
noticeable, I guess.
David’s story about the differences between Japanese and American culture served to
explain the story.
Episode five: Saturday Shift. Fen began by stating her confusion about what might
happen in the scene. She then told a story about Asian culture:
Fen: So I’m confused. Is he coming Saturday, or he’s not coming Saturday? And
to me this is a typical Asian response, right? We don’t want to say yes, yet we don’t
want to, we not assertive enough to say, “No, I cannot come in. It’s my son’s
birthday, I’m not gonna come in.” I’m gonna say, “Yes,” but yet, it’s reluctant. “I
have things going on. I’ll come in because you asked me to, because that’s what we
do. We follow orders. You’re my boss, I’ll come in⎯but I really resent it.”
David: Yeah, it’s like they’re, they’re both kind of like beating around the bush a
little bit.
Fen: But . . . but that’s very typical, though. Because you’re right . . . at first he
said, “Yes, I think so,” right? So it’s not a commitment.
David: And so this could be a cultural thing, too, right?
Fen:

Yeah.

Fen explained the incoherence of the two people in the story by telling a story about
Asian culture. Fen also evaluated the behavior of Asians when she indicated that the non-
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assertiveness creates resentment. By referring to her own culture, she created coherence
between her world and this story.
Asad and Beth
Episode one: Movie scene. Asad and Beth began by talking about various aspects of
the scene. Asad then told a story about how when the son helped his American mother which
displeased his Vietnamese mother:
Asad: He tried at the beginning, when he said, “Oh, mom, I help you.” He thought
he was gonna please both. He didn’t please both. He pleased his mom and he didn’t
please this [pointing to photo of Vietnamese mother]. . . . From Vietnamese cultures
and overseas cultures, you do the most of the things done in kitchen by the mom.
When he offered to help, she looked at him. We don’t do this back home. Why you
doing it? He’s changed, you know. He’s Americanized.
Through his story, Asad emphasized the differences between the regulative rules of
American and Vietnamese cultures about men helping in the kitchen. He used this story to
explain the Vietnamese mother’s reaction in the scene.
In the next segment, Asad and Beth talked about how the Vietnamese mother was
thinking and reacting to her children having been adopted and raised in another country.
Asad told a story that the Vietnamese mother wanted to take her children back to Vietnam
with her. He told a personal story to illustrate his point:
Asad: And even though maybe she’s wrong, she thinks how they were treated and
are they being abused, because I’m the only one who can give them what they need.
It’s parent’s thinking, you know. Even though sometimes when I go down to my
brother’s house and my sister-in-law, you know, we’re all family. But, believe me,
when I leave . . . my youngest child, there, I keep thinking how about if she asks for
something and how about this, this and that. . . . Even though it’s family. Imagine
with adopted, different culture, different people. It’s totally different. And, believe
me, I know how the way the she thinks. That’s why she reacted this way. And she
came from closed cultures too.
Interviewer:

What do you mean by that?
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Asad: They’re not open to different cultures. They know, exactly, just their cultures.
Anything in other cultures to them looks odd, looks strange. . . . Even maybe if she’s
wrong, but that’s the way we’ve been doin’ it, and that’s the way of our culture.
Anything else is wrong.
Asad connected his personal story to a story of the Vietnamese mother. He positioned
her as having come from a closed culture and not valuing the cultural differences her children
are displaying. By connecting his own story, he positioned himself as understanding the
Vietnamese mother and kept his world coherent with this scene.
Beth responded with a question and then asserted a contextual rule:
Beth: Even when you’re in the setting of that other culture? Like, she’s in America
and⎯
Asad: But she came to visit. I don’t know if she’d been living in the United States,
but she came, I think, to visit her kids.
Asad: I mean, she doesn’t know nothing about American culture.
Beth: Yeah. Okay.
Asad: She just came from there⎯
Beth: Well, it’s like when in Rome, do as the Romans.
Asad: Yeah.
Beth: And it’s not easy, but⎯
Beth’s response positioned the Vietnamese mother as someone who is in the context
of a culture which was not her own. She explained a contextual rule that the Vietnamese
mother ought to be following when she used the proverb “When in Rome, do as the
Romans.”
Episode two: Cross-cultural team. Beth discussed how there was a lack of respect
shown by people on both teams. She then told a story about her sister-in-law:
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Beth: I have a sister-in-law who is German. I can’t tell you how it irks me when she
and my brother-in-law in my presence start talkin’ German. It’s like they don’t want
to me to hear; they don’t want me to understand. They went into that and, to me,
that’s disrespectful.
Asad: Exactly.
Beth: I understand why they did it. But it’s disrespectful the other way.
Interviewer:

Are you talking about in the first video?

Beth: The first video. Yeah. They started talking Indian, or whatever the language
is.
Asad: I have four brothers. Each one knows at least two languages, minimum. . . .
And I notice when they speak in different language, even though I’m their brother, I
think, “Oh, are they talking about me?” You know?
Beth: Yeah.
Beth used her personal story to explain how lack of respect was exhibited in the
video. Asad responded with a similar personal story that helped to co-construct a story about
speaking in a language around others who do not understand that language. For both Beth
and Asad, if people around them spoke a language they do not understand, then that means
the people do not want Beth or Asad to know what they are saying. This constitutes
disrespect according to Beth and Asad.
Episode three: Culture at work. Responding to the interviewer’s question of whether
people speak in non-English native language at work, Asad told a story about two
Vietnamese who spoke Vietnamese when they are by themselves. Beth, who worked in the
same building, told a similar story. Asad then told a story about someone whom he knew
from his hometown in Jordan whom he had also worked with:
Asad: We speak the s-, actually, from the same town. But we never, even if we were
by ourselves, just speak English. When you go home, then speak your native
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language. But most of the people, they feel comfortable to speak their native
language when they’re just by themselves.
Interviewer: Did you ever talk with him about that or is that just what happened
between the two of you?
Asad: No. It’s just what happened. We graduated from the same university together
and he came when he was young too. But he’s still fluent in Arabic language; so am
I. But in the work environment, just English, no matter what. Others, they feel, you
know, for them it’s easy too. It’s like my kids. When they communicate among
themselves in English, because it’s easy to them to speak English among their friends.
Beth asked what language Asad spoke with his wife. He said that he spoke Arabic
since it is easier to speak in your native language. Beth then returned to her story of the two
people in her building who spoke Vietnamese to each other. She told a story of how they had
been invited to a meeting in which they should not have been:
Asad: Why did they go to the staff meeting?
Beth: I have no idea.
Asad: There’s nothing to do. I mean⎯
Beth: It has nothing to do with the project; I have no idea.
Asad: Yeah. So they’re different.
Beth: Why, of course, they’re going to feel⎯
Asad: What am I doing here?
Beth: And I felt a little uncomfortable for them.
Asad: Right. Because you think they kind of⎯
Beth: Yeah. It’s like if someone did that to me⎯
Asad: Yeah. I’m not gonna like it.
Beth: And they want to please.
Asad: You’re right.
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Beth: They want to please. But they don’t really fit.
Asad: Yeah.
Beth: And you don’t want to offend them by not inviting ‘em, so you get kinda
caught in the middle.
Asad: Caught in the middle. Yeah.
The first segment in this episode, Asad positioned himself as someone who speaks
English at work even if he was with someone from his own town in Jordan. However, his
story of speaking to his wife in Arabic, explained under what context he would speak Arabic.
The story in the second segment described what could happen when misunderstandings occur
with non-native English speakers at work. In this story, when it was clear the people in the
story did not have a good reason to be in the meeting, Beth was caught between the force of
wanting to help and the force of not wanting to offend them. For the people in the story, they
might have felt uncomfortable not knowing why they were there. Beth and Asad positioned
the people in the story as wanting to please others that created a contextual force not to ask
why they were invited.
Episode four: Culture at work⎯Part 2. Asad told a story about how he works with
people differently depending on if they have a multicultural background or not. He talked
about how he can be more direct with someone from an American culture. If people have a
multicultural background, Asad explained that he considers both of the person’s cultures and
assumes that they might be communicating indirectly. He would then switch to the American
culture to ask more directly. Beth disagreed with Asad’s approach:
Asad: It depends upon who you’re talkin’ to. If he has a multi-cultural background,
then I would be more clear with him. But if I’m talking to just an American guy and
from one culture, then I would be more specific. Or actually, I wouldn’t be more
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specific, but I know if he said he had something to do, then I ask him, “Are you going
to make it or not? Then tell me what time?”
Beth: So then why are you treating them different?
Asad: Because the way this guy thinks is different from that guy.
Beth: But you can’t assume how he thinks.
Beth: Ohhhh. I think that could get you in trouble.
Asad: No. I wouldn’t tell them that.
Beth: That sounds really dangerous.
Beth then states that she does not assume a whole lot about anybody. When Asad
argues he does not assume she challenges him:
Beth: I think part of that is I don’t like to assume a whole lot about anybody.
Asad: I don’t assume but that’s⎯
Beth: When you say⎯
Asad: If it’s happened⎯
Beth: You know how they think. That’s assuming. Isn’t it?
Asad: No. Dealing with them, it’s like dealing with a mom with her children. She
knows more about them more than they do themselves. I’ve been dealing with those
guys for years.
Interviewer:
branch?

Would you approach it different if, say, somebody new came into the

Asad: Uh-huh.
Interviewer:

Who maybe has a different bi-cultural background.

Asad: Right.
Interviewer:

How would you approach that?

Asad: You know, at that time, I wouldn’t assume anything until I know exactly how
he responds to my questions and his requests and doing his job.
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Beth: Okay.
Interviewer:

So you watch?

Asad: Yeah. The first 3, 4, 5 months it’s just to know how he thinks.
Asad positioned himself as understanding multiple cultures and being aware of how
those cultures may influence the way people communicate. He also explained that he wants
to allow for individual differences and how personal history can affect how people act. Asad
used his stories to explain how he views contextual forces of multicultural people differently
from mono-cultural people. He also explained how he uses more direct communication as a
practical force in order to clarify and coordinate actions at work. Beth’s story positioned her
as treating everyone equally and not making assumptions. She also explained within the
context of work, treating people differently might be dangerous and therefore there is a
contextual force for equality.
Asad and Beth did not resolve their disagreement during this episode. Beth explained
the difference between her and Asad was more than cultural background. She referred to
their respective differences in management experience, gender, and other experiences as
“baggage.” Their discussion was perhaps an attempt to create coherence between the two of
them. However, since they did not actually work together, there was neither the contextual or
practical force to make their positions compatible. In their work context, they had little need
to coordinate their actions. The episode ended with Beth’s punctuation, “Ok. Next.” which
was a request to move to the next story.
Ning and Bruno
Episode one: Cross-cultural team. Fen told a story about how the Americans in the
video should have respected the Indian team and consulted with them before they went to eat.
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She continued that the Indians should not have based their conclusions of the Americans on
such a small thing as misunderstanding about food:
Ning: I think they probably should listen to them maybe before the dinner, maybe
should know what they want. If you want to collaborate you have to respect to each
other, yeah. But on the other hand, the other thing that just because of the food they
shouldn’t conclusion . . . American is generalize. Kind of a small thing is, and also
just one person you shouldn’t generalize an American. And those particular ones,
they’re bad example of Americans; they’re maybe wrong⎯sorry. . . . If you’re doing
that you’re not going to make the collaboration go on, yeah. So both side, I would
say both side have some they didn’t doing properly.
Bruno: But I agree that the Indian group was . . . abrasive . . . but the American
group was more abrasive because they were just loud and they just reinforced
stereotypes. . . . It didn’t help both had stereotypes when they went in, I think.
Through their stories, Ning and Bruno not only explained the American and Indian
team’s behaviors but also evaluated what the people in the scene should have done
differently. Ning described how collaboration could be affected when people are not
sensitive to other groups or if they generalize a whole group based on a small set of
behaviors of one or two individuals. Bruno explained how the strong reactions of the people
in the scene were caused by preconceived stereotypes of each other.
When the interviewer asked what he meant by stereotypes, Bruno responded with a
story about American and Indian stereotypes:
Bruno: A lot of the world views Americans as arrogant and self-centered, and just
ignorant to the values of other people. They think that the United States is the center
of the universe. There’s that issue. . . . and then the Americans . . . stereotype maybe
of the Indian people is that they’re not willing to assimilate into what they’re trying to
do and they need to lighten up . . . I think both sides had a problem, but I think being
the host country, so to speak, there should have been a little more effort to
accommodate the visitor, the guest.
When combined with the earlier story of reinforcing stereotypes, Bruno’s story
evaluated the American and Indian teams’ behavior against the stereotypes each had of the
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other’s respective culture. However, he positioned the Americans as the host, and so should
have accommodated their Indian guests. Bruno explained a regulative rule people should
follow when hosting people from another country.
Episode two: American and Chinese news. Ning told a story about when she came to
the United States to go to graduate school and started teaching college students. She was
concerned that many students did not know where China was. She explained her student’s
lack of knowledge through a story of how she was surprised by the differences between
Chinese and American news:
Ning: I do notice there’s a big difference for them though in American TV, in the
news channel, there very little news about international news. Very little; most of it
just the American news, no matter CNN or Fox News or NBC, whatever. But . . . in
China you can see a lot of international news, so I think that’s maybe part of the
reason. So actually Chinese people know more about international stuff than
American people, I mean compared to average, yeah. So those American channel,
news channel, is really very focused on American stuff. Not many international
news.
Ning explained her surprise in her students’ lack of knowledge about geography by
telling a story about how news is different in United States and China. She also began to
elaborate on similarities and differences between Chinese and American cultures through
stories of how the news is covered:
Ning: I was thinking when I was in China we got the impression . . . American news
is most fair, there’s no bias. And we always complain, Chinese news . . . very biased
and controlled by government always. . . . But actually I noticed, actually there isn’t
that degree. The news isn’t really unbiased. American news is also biased; a lot of
news not really true.
Ning: But I do like the American, they good at put American news. They really
broadcast . . . so that American can see the news and really all the journalists like to
report all kinds of news and expose all the issue and that . . . is really much better than
China . . . like the competition for President is really amazing. This competition for
President is really good. . . . I really like to watch the television now I can see those
kind of stuff.
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When the interviewer asked Fen why she thought China and America have different
amounts of international news, she explained the difference is power and government versus
private ownership of media:
Ning: I think maybe . . . because America is not as really powerful. They kind of
maybe centralizing . . . And also another part may be because about the news is the
private – the broadcasters of those stations is private. They want to make more
money. They were thinking maybe people more care America’s and less people care
international stuff, so they want to attract audience. So they want to make more
profit.
Bruno responded that he agreed with Fen that being a business is the main reason
American news is different. He referred to National Public Radio as an example and noted
that they have more international news than commercial stations.
Ning’s explained socio-economic forces which shape the cultural landscape through
her story of the reason for journalistic differences between China and America. She referred
to the fundamental difference between communism and capitalism as one explanation for the
difference in news between the two countries.
Episode three: A New Procedure. Fen and Bruno discussed the story and created
some explanations of Mr. Wong and Ms. Cooper’s actions. When the interviewer asked if
culture could have played a role in their actions, Fen initially says, “No.” Then Bruno offered
an explanation:
Ning: I don’t think so.
Bruno: Maybe⎯so you’re saying perhaps Mr. Wong’s cultural background would
indicate that maybe it’s a group blame, whenever there’s a problem it’s the group,
versus Miss Cooper’s may believe there’s a problem and it’s the management, you
pinpoint on a particular person⎯could be.
Ning: Yeah, it could be. Yeah . . . looks like maybe Miss Cooper is American. She
want to pinpoint the . . . person’s responsibility for the whole organization . . . But
Mr. Wong, he is thinking . . . even though maybe Mr. Tung made some mistake . . .
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they all working hard to try to do their best . . . he don’t want to . . . make Mr. Tung
look bad. . . . Mr. Wong thinking he should try to solve the problem, try to work on
the problem instead of just blame individual. . . . Yeah, it is possible the culture
maybe.
Bruno: They could be friends, too, and they don’t want, the person doesn’t want Mr.
Tung to get in trouble.
Bruno used his story to explain of the behavior of Mr. Wong and Ms. Cooper. Ning
then agreed that this story is plausible and offered her interpretation. Bruno then made a
move away from culture and offered an alternate explanation based on a relationship between
two characters in the story.
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CHAPTER FIVE: PATTERNS ACROSS EPISODES OF CULTURAL REFERENCING
When the participants referenced culture, they created several patterns of
communication through the stories they told and the manner of storytelling. These stories
were used by the participants to construct their social world coherent with the immediate
episode and with their other social worlds. Table 3 below is a summary of the patterns of
communication and what was being made. In the following section, I describe the patterns in
the stories the participants told, the manner of their storytelling, and what was being made in
their social worlds.
Table 3
Summary of Patterns of Communication
Stories Told

Manner of Storytelling

Making



Stories of culture



Co-constructing



Explanation and
evaluation of the
scene



Stories of the scene



Testing or hedging



Explanation and
evaluation of real
others



Stories of real others



Self-reflexive



Explanation and
evaluation of
multicultural
interaction



Stories of
multicultural
interaction



Moving toward or
away from culture



Coherence of social
worlds



Stories of self

Stories Told
Deontic Logic and Logical Forces. Participants made sense of conflict and ambiguity
in the scene, videos, and dialogues by telling stories about the characters they witnessed.
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Through these stories the storyteller referenced and compared deontic logic of cultures and
how those logics can create conflict during cross-cultural interactions. Often participants
were responding to a reaction they observed in the characters and using a story of how one
character had violated a cultural rule or norm that caused a reaction in the others. For
example, Kang and James noticed that the Vietnamese mother in the movie scene reacted
when her son’s Black girlfriend removed some spilled food from his shirt. When asked to
explain the mother’s reaction, Kang told a story about the mother not being comfortable with
her son in a relationship with someone who is not Vietnamese.
Kang: The mom was sort of, gave a strange look when she was getting something on
this dress.
James: Yes. I noticed that, too.
Interviewer: What do you think that was about?
Kang: I thought the Mom doesn’t want her son to meet someone not . . .from same
ethnicity.
In other stories, participants described regulative rules of their own culture. Anh told
a story of how in her culture you “serve your guests, and then your guests pick up the
chopstick or fork . . . first.” Anh told this story as a way to explain that the son was violating
Vietnamese cultural norms.
Human nature. Several participants referenced individual personality or
psychological attributes as an explanation for behaviors of the characters. These
psychological factors seemed to have explanatory power equal to or greater than culture.
Individual psychology was placed higher in the context of meaning such that cultural
behavior was interpreted in the context of common human traits. The participants who used
this type of referenced were substituting human traits for culture in order to explain.
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When participants used these references to human traits, they were describing a
perspective of physical universalism that all people may exhibit some of these traits. The
participants who used this type of reference may have held a view of culture which aligns
with a minimization orientation as described by Bennett (1986; 2004). By replacing culture
with personality as an explanation, the importance of culture and cultural identity is
minimized. Monocultural as well as participants with multicultural experience used this type
of discourse.
Gender. Some of the participants referred to gender as a type of culture. Other
participants used references to gender as distinct yet similar to culture. Since some
participants used the term gender along with other terms such as men, women, male, and
female they may have been actually referring to beliefs about inborn sex differences. This is
not surprising since even researchers in psychology do not use gender and sex terms
consistently and often conflate them (Zurbriggen & Sherman, 2007).
Participants referenced Asian patriarchy several times in response to watching the
movie scene. Typically, a participant told a story of how the son violated the Asian gender
rules by helping his adopted mother in the kitchen. Participants did not question the story of
Asian patriarchy but instead he or she told a different cultural story to explain people’s
behavior in the scene. For example, participants often countered the Asian patriarch story by
telling a story of a conflict between the biological mother and the adopted mother. These
participants shifted the emphasis from the son helping the mother in the kitchen to the son’s
speech act of calling his adopted mother “mom” in front of his biological mother. In one
conversation, Junji and George referenced generational differences as an explanation for the
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son helping the mother. Junji related this to the development of society everywhere as gender
roles become less important.
Participants also referenced gender in relation to interactions at work and conflicts
that arise between men and women. Participants most often made these references as a
response to a question about if culture ever matters at work. Men described conflict arising
between men and women as a result of communication differences or value differences.
Women referred to the gender issues as “baggage” or positioned themselves as dealing with
stereotypical women’s roles in the organization. Both men and women positioned women in
the organization more than they did men. For example, Anh told a story of an Asian woman
who claims that other Asian men are harder on her than others. Anh added to this story by
positioning herself as never having had a problem due to being a minority or a woman:
Anh: I’m an Asian woman, and I'm also a minority, a woman at that. . . . that was
never my fallback is to say I didn't get moved fast enough or I didn't get promoted
fast enough was because of that. . . .It was always either maybe some timing issue or
maybe where I am at that point in time, if anything, or maybe just myself to – you
know, to blame, but I don't think that has ever really held me back as because I'm
Asian.
Anh positioned herself as competent and efficacious at work. She distanced herself
from the discourse of being at a disadvantage due to being a woman or an Asian. This is
consistent with a study by Jorgenson (2002) who found women engineers in her study took
the position that being a woman was not relevant to their experiences.
Race. Four of the conversations referred to race as an explanation for behaviors in the
scene. Three of the participants told stories about how the Vietnamese mother in the movie
scene was uncomfortable with her son having a Black girlfriend.
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Culture at work. When discussing culture at work, many participants referred to
people who talk to each other in a language other than English. Participants, who mentioned
this practice, described the act as “rude.” “disrespectful,” that it makes people feel
“excluded,” or that they believe they are being talked about. Some participants responded by
expressing understanding of why others might speak in their native language since it would
be easier. Overall, participants expressed the contextual force that one should not speak a
language other than English at work.
Manner of Storytelling
Participants created patterns in the way they told stories. They co-constructed stories,
hedged when referring to culture, were self-reflexive, and occasionally moved toward culture
to explain while the other moved away from culture.
Co-constructing. As the dyads conversed, they elicited a response from and
responded to each other. As the participants added to each other’s stories, related their own
stories to the other’s stories, or asked questions of each other, they engaged in a process of
co-construction. The participants seemed to be feeling strong prefigurative force to respond
to the other person. During episodes where they were referencing culture, participants would
co-construct explanations and stories. They created shared stories which each could use to
make a shared meaning and keep the social world of the dyad coherent and coordinated.
Testing and hedging. Hedging occurred most often when people referred to cultural
stereotypes or when a monocultural person referenced culture. For example, Craig told a
story about the dialogue “Pat on the Back” where he described that he has seen on television
how the Japanese recruit people at a young age whom expect to be employed for a lifetime.
He used this story to explain why the Japanese person in the dialogue might not have wanted
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recognition. He then hedged his entire story by stating, “but again, that’s the limited
knowledge I have of Japanese business.”
Self-reflexive. Participants referred to their own experience and culture, though people
with multicultural experience referred to their culture and family more often than
monocultural people. Some participants reflected on the differences between each other as
they discussed the scenes and dialogues. For example, Junji and George reflected on their
previous conversation and commented that George did not notice differences in race as much
as Junji:
Junji: Uh.. one observation that I have uh.. is⎯is uhm.. I guess George didn’t see
the⎯the racial lines per se. And I guess I seen⎯I see more of that. Uh.. that’s one
observation. Then I guess the other thing is just trying to figure out what that
condiment’s all about.
George: Well, you know, the thing that⎯the things that stuck out to me were, yeah,
you’re⎯you’re right, non uhm they’re cultural, but that they’re not uhm they’re not
racial.
Kang reflected on how he had interpreted one of the dialogues differently than James.
He explained that he could identify with one of the characters in the dialogue since the
character, like him, was Chinese:
Kang: I could, I personally could see our ways of interpreting things different.
James: Really? I mean, just from right here, just from⎯
Kang: Yeah, I mean, just, even interpreting these. I mean, . . . you see Mr. Wong as a
level-headed guy. Well, I see . . . I see there’s some relationship between Mr. Wong
and Mr. Tom because . . . they’re both Asian, obviously. So, I mean, those, I can see
that there’s differences in terms of how we interpret these.
Interviewer:

And what do you think that’s from?

Kang: Well, I guess . . . the way I see it is . . . let’s say I see Mr. Wong, I feel . . .
more related to, I try put myself into their position. I [can’t] even think about putting
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myself in Ms. Cooper’s position because, obviously, you know, I wouldn’t be Ms.
Cooper, I’d be Mr. Wong.
By reflecting on their own culture, participants were able to position themselves by
situating their experience and speech acts within a culture. Referencing one’s own culture
was most often performed by people who had non-American cultural experience. For
example, Anh referred to her family when telling a story about the Vietnamese son in the
movie scene. Anh used her reflexive comment to evaluate the son’s behavior and add
legitimacy to her claim that the son had violated normal Vietnamese family rules in the
context of a dinner with guests.
In the above example Anh reflected on her self as well as her culture. Through selfreflection, participants positioned themselves through a juxtaposition of their story upon the
story of another. When Fen told a story of the Vietnamese mother in the movie scene, she
declared that the mother felt resentment. Fen then told a story of her parents coming to her
house and making it their own. Through the juxtaposition of these two stories about the
Vietnamese mother and her own family, Fen positioned herself as someone who is
subordinate to parents and, as she put it, “even if you’re married.”
Ambiguity of race, nationality, ethnicity, culture references and ascriptions.
Participants referenced culture using many different terms. This may have indicated
that there was a lack agreement on what constitutes culture or that the use of cultural
references was highly contextualized. Culture was often conflated with race, nationality, or
ethnicity. In addition, when participants referenced American culture, their ascriptions to
“American” were often ambiguous. In some conversations, participants dealt with this
ambiguity directly, while in others, ascriptions to American culture were assumed.
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What constitutes culture? In individual interviews, the participants were asked about
their cultural background. For the participants whom were born and raised in the United
States, a pattern emerged in their response to the question. “How would you describe your
cultural background?” Many conflated culture with race or national heritage. Others
described having not thought much about their own culture.
Travis: I guess as far as race, I mean where I grew up is predominately White. And
living in the city area with a lot of college students, we did have some diversity but it
was mostly Whites. . . . we had a pretty strict religious background in the Midwest as
well, . . . similar to what you find in the south, I guess.
Travis’ response conflates race with culture and with the area of the United States
where he grew up. In conjunction with his story described earlier that he does “not have an
ethnic background,” Travis defines American culture as non-ethnic and White. Craig repeats
this theme in response to the same question of cultural background.
Craig: I guess, you know, the ethnicity-wise, Irish, Scottish, Swedish, Norwegian.
About as little pigmentation in your skin as you can get. You know I think because of
that, I don’t know, I guess blue collar, Caucasian, Northern European kind of
background. My father was originally from what is now part of Canada,
Newfoundland.
Craig also conflated ethnicity and national heritage with race. He also added class
when he referenced “blue collar.” David described his national heritage in terms of
genealogy.
David: Cultural. Well, on my mom’s side she had German influence because her
grandmother’s parents were⎯well, one of them was⎯I think my grandmother’s
father was German and then they were from the Pennsylvania Dutch area. And then
my dad’s side . . . they have genealogy going back to England and a lot of genealogy
going back there. So, kind of a mixture of English and German background.
Beth could only describe she is “American” until she thought a moment and stated
she is Jewish. She defined her cultural identity in part by the difference from the majority.
She then positioned being Jewish as an “issue.”
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Beth: My cultural background? I’m American. Born and raised here. I’ve never
thought too much about it. I like to travel internationally as well as noninternationally. I just like to travel. My cultural background. I’m Jewish. That issue
never really came up at work.
Bruno described his cultural background as “unexciting” since his family had been in
the United States for a long time. He also described how he has not thought about his culture
much.
Bruno: My cultural background is pretty unexciting. Just generationally, it’s been
here a while. I don’t know. It’s not something I’ve really researched or thought
about. All my grandparents and everything, they’re from this country, German and
Native American background.
These data hint at the complexity of cultural references. This finding reflects the
complexity in what authors such as Baldwin et al. (2006) have discussed that people
conceive of culture in a multitude of ways. This complexity could have affected what was
created as participants referenced culture. What some may have meant using a cultural
reference others may not have understood which could have created incoherence.
What is American culture? The participants also created patterns in their manner of
storytelling about American culture. American culture was not talked about much though it
was referenced frequently. As the above stories of cultural background indicate, many
participants who were born in the U.S. had also not considered American culture. Perhaps
since American culture was not thought about nor discussed, ambiguities arose when
“American” or “America” was referenced. In the following segment, Chao tells a story of
coming to live in the United States and what his father told him.
Hai: I told you my father came first, and I came later. . . . my mom, me and my
second sister, that’s the last group came. As soon as we hopped in the car with my
dad, my dad first thing he say “Don’t you ever marry to American.” And he sincerely
meant it, and he basically disown us if we do that.
Travis: American as a nationality?
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Chao: Nationality. Not nationality. Ethnic.
Travis: Okay. Don’t marry a White girl or something.
Chao: Don’t marry a White girl, exactly. Or, let me take it back.
Travis: Or outside your culture, basically.
Chao: Exactly. He basically don’t want us to marry anybody else but Chinese, and I
had problems from day one with that, and to me I never, never thought that that was a
problem.
Chao and Travis struggle to specify what Chao’s father meant when he said
“American.” They move through nationality, ethnicity, and race before settling on culture.
Chao continues to describe what his father meant by using a negation; not Chinese. Chao and
Travis continue their conversation until Travis asserts his cultural identity.
Travis: In my case, I don’t even think I identify with a culture other than just the
overall American culture. I guess not having an ethnic background or anything. I
don’t really think about culture that much. So that’s my short answer. [laughs]
Travis names an “overall American culture” though he can only define it by using
another negation; no ethnic background. By using this negation, Travis implies that
American culture is not ethnic.
James’ account of his culture was somewhat different from the other participants who
were born in the United States. As described earlier, James spent much of his youth in
different countries. He described being aware of American culture and at the same time being
different and not understanding American culture when he returned from growing up
overseas.
Interviewer: When you came back to the United States, did you get a different
sense of being American?
James: Yeah. I've talked about it with other people. It's almost like it was a
different culture to me. I didn't feel like I was part of the American scene here, you
know. It was like learning again. I was in a different country, I mean, outside of
being able to talk, but it was⎯as far as the customs and the⎯I think I was just
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extremely naive. I look back that I was learning again. It was like a different
country, you know. It was here we go again.
Interviewer:
you⎯

What about today? Do you feel just like every other American or do

James: Um, yeah. I mean, I think I understand more. I know everybody's different
now, and I know a lot of people don't think the same way. It's just normal. I wish
they were more aware of things going on overseas, but that's the way it is.
Some participants became confused due to the ambiguity of a reference to
“American.” Beth and Asad talked about the dialogue “Saturday Night” and discussed how
Asad would deal with such a situation. As the conversation continued, Beth asked a
hypothetical question thats created incoherence as Beth and Asad dealt with the ambiguities
of what it means to be both “multicultural” and “American.” Beth attempted to unpack this
ambiguity and tried to make the distinction between “American” and “White.”
Asad: It depends upon who you’re talkin’ to. If he has a multi-cultural background,
then I would be more clear with him. But if I’m talking to just an American guy and
from one culture, then I would be more specific. Or actually, I wouldn’t be more
specific, but I know if he said he had something to do, then I ask him, “Are you going
to make it or not? Then tell me what time?”
Beth: Okay. If he was from a multi-cultural background⎯
Asad: Right.
Beth: I guess maybe we should define that. If he is American but he is from⎯
Asad: Europe or⎯
Beth: The Far East.
Asad: The Far East.
Beth: I only say that because it tends to be more obvious in look.
Asad: Remember people from all⎯
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Beth: That was a generalization. But, okay. My point is, if this is an
American⎯because before you used the example if it was a plain old American
person or whatever. I don’t know if you said White or American or whatever.
Asad: Just American. Forget all this other stuff.
Beth: Somebody who is first, second, or third generation American, but their
grandparents or whatever are from Japan or Africa or whatever, that person is
American. They may not look
Asad: But he lives in an American environment. That means he has American
culture, even though the blood⎯
Beth: So the difference is he had to come from a different⎯
Asad: Yeah. The environment he lives in⎯
Beth: So he’s American.
Though Asad did not use the term “White,” Beth assumed that Asad’s reference to
American meant “plain old American” and probably referred to “White” as well. Asad
asserted that American is a cultural aspect that matters in interactions. Beth called attention
to the conflation of “American” with “White.” Also, Beth made a reference to the “look” of a
person and how the physiological features, presumably White and European, are associated
with being American.
Nakayama and Krizek (1995) examined how people defined Whiteness. One of the
discursive strategies people used in their study was to define what White is not rather than
what it is. “People engaging in this discourse see White as meaning that they lacked any
other racial or ethnic features; hence they must be White by default” (p.299). Similarly, in
my study, participants defined American culture as lacking culture or in the words of the
participants, “not ethnic.”
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In their discursive formations through cultural references, participants were socially
constructing identity. The discourses of power were incorporated into their cultural
references such that American culture was seldom thought about and if described at all, was
defined by a negation; not ethnic. What participants were ascribing to American culture is
mostly assumed and is not made explicit in these conversations. Most talk about cultures was
confined to non-American cultures. Though often used to compare other cultures, ascriptions
to American culture was assumed.
Making Social Worlds
Through telling stories that included references to culture and through the manner of
their storytelling, participants explained and evaluated what was happening to the characters
in the movie scene, videos, and written dialogues. Often the participants also explained and
evaluated real other people such as those people with whom they have worked. In some
instances, participants generalized about cross-cultural interactions. For example, several
participants talked about how English should be spoken in the context of work and how
overhearing others speaking in another language made them feel excluded or talked about.
The question remains, what did all this storytelling about culture create?
One interpretation is that participants used stories and cultural references to connect
their social worlds to their observations of the scene, videos, dialogues, and real other people.
There are several ways in which participants connected the stories of others with stories of
self. Referencing and comparing the deontic logic of cultures, participants told stories to
explain how the person they were telling a story about either fit the cultural logic of the
participant’s self story or how the other person was violating a cultural rule. Either way, the
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other’s behavior was explained in a way that reinforced the validity of the participant’s social
world.
By connecting their social worlds through stories, participants attempted to create
coherence within their social worlds. Coherence is created when the logic across contexts is
consistent such that one can know how to coordinate his or her actions. This allows meaning
and purpose for one’s life (Pearce, 2007). However, when participants in this study observed
people behaving in ways that seemed to be inconsistent with the logic of the context the
people were acting into, culture was referenced in order to understand the actions. As stated
above, cultural referencing was not the only way in which participants explained others’
departure from expected behavior. Cultural referencing was used when participants framed
the encounter as a cross-cultural interaction. Culture became a reason by which participants
understood why others acted in a way that was inconsistent in one cultural context but
perfectly consistent in another. In the dynamic tension between coordinating action and
coherence of social worlds, participants referenced culture to mediate the differences in order
to create consistency. Cultural referencing was, for some participants, a response to the
practical logical force crated when they observed cross-cultural conflict.
Conclusions
In this study, participants referenced culture in order to understand and evaluate the
actions of others. Participants engaged in telling stories that included cultural references that
implicated and explicated culture and created a common meaning and action system. Culture
was used as an explanation for differences in observed others’ actions and, in doing so,
participants created coherence across their social worlds.
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As Wittgenstein (1958) and Austin (1962) convincingly argued, language is
performative and people do things with words. Referencing culture is no exception. People
use the utterance of culture for several reasons as I have described in this study. They use
cultural references to make sense of others so they can coordinate their actions and to keep
their social worlds coherent. In addition, cultural references perpetuated discourses of power
relating to race and ethnicity. By this process, they create consistent and intelligible meaning
in their lives. I am not suggesting that these are the only things people do with cultural
references but merely that in this study they did these things.
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION
Culture’s Explanatory Power
Kronenfeld (2008) considered the question, does culture exist as a set of phenomena
outside the individual, or is culture epiphenomenal which means they have no direct
existence but only have the “appearance of such existence insofar as they are the byproducts
of a collection of individuals with similar minds confronting similar situations in similar
contexts” (p. 67). Kronenfeld claimed that culture is technically epiphenomenal yet we rely
on culture as if it did actually exist. He described culture as a distributed cognition system
that keeps our individual views close to one another through shared contexts and interactive
communicative interdependence. For Kronenfeld, culture is best seen as a set of “knowledge
structures that individuals turn to as relevant situations allow, enable, and perhaps
encourage.” (p. 69) In this study, participants’ exhibited communicative interdependence by
explicitly referring to culture in an attempt to keep their shared meaning consistent with
existing knowledge structures that might not be shared with their conversation partner. From
the research I presented here, one could argue that not only do people turn to culture as
Kronenfield suggested, but they also turn to the concept of culture as a way to manage
meaning and coordinate actions.
Taken in this way, cultural referencing became a bridging function between shared
experiences of the dyad and the unique experiences that his or her conversation partner did
not share. Participants used this bridging function to create coherence across their social
worlds. The storyteller used cultural referencing to explain behavior that was consistent or
idiosyncratic with respect to his or her culture. If the dyad was able to adequately explain
another’s behaviors, such as explaining the son’s behavior in the movie scene, the dyad was
able to either keep their social worlds consistent and intact. In some rare cases, one or both of
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the dyad allowed themselves to alter their own cognitive system and thereby create
coherence among their social worlds. If explanations are not satisfactory and there is
disagreement between the individuals in the dyad, a tension was created from the possibility
that future actions together might not be coordinated.
The storyteller must reflect on his or her own cultural story or the cultural story of
another in order to explain the actions of others using cultural references. This reflexive
action can be of two types. As Steier (1991a) described, reflexivity as a term can mean a
reflex action such as a knee-jerk or it can mean reflective thought where people act
contemplatively. When people explain the behaviors of others, they may tell stories as a
reflex knee-jerk-like reaction situated within their own culture, for example stating, “That
person is acting strange.” People may also be acting reflexively through the observation that
others may have different stories and frames they are acting in, for example stating, “That
person’s strange behavior might be because in her culture that behavior is not strange.” I
assert that cultural referencing is of the latter type though this type of reference may or may
not legitimize the other’s cultural rules and practices.
A person might reflexively observe that his or her culture is very different from the
culture of the person whom they are telling a story about and that this difference explains the
observed person’s behavior. The storyteller may, through his or her story, evaluate that
difference and the observed person’s culture as a different but legitimate way of being. Or the
storyteller may evaluate the other’s culture against his or her own set of values or beliefs and
declare it is unethical or otherwise wrong-headed. The function of reflexivity in cultural
referencing is not to learn through reframing as Schön (1983) described but to create
coherence across social worlds. I am not asserting that learning does not occur through
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cultural referencing but merely that the reflexive action of cultural referencing is not
sufficient for learning to occur. To learn, a person must also have the perspective that
cultures are situated in contexts that he or she might not have any experience with and
therefore not completely understand but that are nonetheless legitimate. This is akin to
Bennett’s (2004) ethnorelative stage were the person accepts that one’s own culture is “just
one of a number of equally complex worldviews” (p. 68). This perspective allows for
explanation and creation of coherence without denying the legitimacy of the other.
Researcher’s Reflexive Loop
Steier (1991b) reminded us that constructionist research is a self-reflexive social
process. If we are serious about the principles of constructionism, “these very same
principles must be applied by researchers to themselves” (p. 1). As a researcher, I am socially
constructing a social world through my interaction with the participants. My part in this
construction can be examined from two viewpoints: an interior first-person view, and an
exterior third-person view.
From a first-person point of view, my involvement in this research was not separate
from the final descriptions, explanations, and findings I presented here because in part I
created interpretations based on my own experience and life story. Relevant to this research, I
have a biracial and bicultural self-story based on my Euro-Asian heritage and family
experience from which I constructed an identity. I am not referring to identity as construed
by psychologists but rather I am referring to a self-in-context such as Goffman’s (1959)
concept of situated performances. My performance here was in the conduct of research on
cultural referencing. I also have my own cultural competence and cultural sensitivity
development trajectory. These contexts affected what I saw and what those observations
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meant due to my unique set of constitutive rules. Ultimately, they affected my part in this
research-as-social-process.
From a third-person point of view, I can reflect that I was both observer and observed
when I engaged in a socially constructed research activity with participants. The participants
knew I was engaged in a study about culture. This created a context where culture may be
referenced differently since, through the script I used recruiting the participants, I implied a
context that the interview episode ought to be about culture. This might have created a
logical force for the participants to reference culture. Referencing culture might have been
rare for some participants.
Jorgenson (2002) noted that the participant’s self-positioning in relation to the
researcher can also be relevant. In the conversation with Anh and Craig, Anh looked at me
and made a reference to Japanese culture:
Anh: But that's culturally . . . you know, your son ⎯in this case, he call her mom,
you know what I mean? . . . I don't know whether it is in Japanese, but in Vietnamese
culture is the daughter-in-law or son-in-law call the mom, the dad, “mom” and “dad.”
Anh knew from previous conversations, that I am half Japanese and she positioned
me as one who would know about Japanese culture specifically. She also made a reference to
the likelihood that Asian cultures share similar practices.
Another participant was explicit about being conscious of my research agenda. In her
interview, reflecting on her dyad conversation, Beth described how she did not understand
Asad’s logic. She then commented on how the context of the research may have caused her
and Asad to consider culture more than other more basic issues:
Interviewer:

You don’t follow Ed’s logic?

Beth: Exactly. I don’t see the logic, and I think part of that is the fact that he treats
different people in different situations differently. . . I think that his cultural
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background is part of it, but I think that the three of us sitting down and talking, and
knowing what your thesis is all about, I have a feeling maybe we’re trying to
cubbyhole things and put them all⎯blame is not the right word, but for the lack of
another one, blaming it on cultural differences.
Interviewer: Because you know that we’re talking about culture, or my thesis is
about culture?
Beth: Yeah, yeah. Yes, exactly. I think the issue is basic communication and the
multi-cultural issue is a complication, an additional complication.
These examples indicated that the participants’ stories about me and what episode we
were enacting may have affected their conversations. Participants may have used other
stories which to position me relative to their self-position. For example, one untold story
participants might have held was that I worked in their organization and I was an internal
consultant who had previously worked with some of the participants. These untold stories
could have affected the conversations.

Suggested Research
Moving toward or away from culture. Several participants created a pattern of
moving toward then away from culture as an explanation of the scene, video, or written
dialogues. In one episode, Anh and Craig’s moved toward and away from culture:
Craig: It sounds like culturally that . . . she's thinking it's a good thing that he get
recognized for his work . . . I'm assuming it's Japanese culture based on . . . the name .
. . their reward is getting a good product out, not necessarily being recognized for
what they're doing. (move toward culture)
Anh: Yeah, I feel almost the same thing except like when you . . . want to be
recognized⎯I mean, you want to know that you're doing a good job, but sometimes
certain people, certain individual when being recognized publicly kind of, you know,
embarrass them, . . . (move away from culture)
Interviewer:
something?

Do you think Ms. Walden understands that or is she missing
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Craig: I think she's definitely missing something. She's . . . not really in tune with
what's happening. The things that I've seen on television and other things before and .
. . mainland Japan or whatever . . . they recruit people at a very young age, and
everything is about the company, and it used to be you'd be with that company,
potentially, for your whole life, . . . You don't necessarily need to be recognized for
it. . . . The awards will be that they will move you up within the company, but again,
that's the limited knowledge I have of Japanese business. (move toward culture)
Anh: I don't know whether I would go as far as saying that she's missing something,
but I would go as far as thinking that it's good that she understands that people who
makes a difference need to be recognized. (move away from culture)
Both bicultural and mono-cultural participants moved toward and away from culture
in their stories. It is not clear why the participants created this pattern. One interpretation is
that some participants were minimizing cultural difference much like Bennett (2004)
describes. Another interpretation is that some dyads valued unique views and sought more
complex shared stories of others. Ruscher and Hammer (2006) proposed a model of dyad
impression formation which accounts for the dynamic tension between dyad’s motivation for
consensus and their valuing unique views. Additional studies should be performed to
understand if dyads use cultural referencing in such a way as described in Ruscher and
Hammer’s model.
Situating cultural referencing. Kunda’s (1992) ethnographic study of an engineering
division of a high tech company described the complexities of the intersection of corporate
culture with engineering culture. Kunda described how culture is managed practically and
positioned as an agent of normative control. Since my research was conducted in an
engineering organization, some of the forces Kunda described may have been at play and
affected this research. For example, Kunda described how conflict and dissent are to some
degree ritualized in the company he studied. When dyads moved toward and away from
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culture in my study, they may have been enacting a type of ritualized dissent. When one
person made a claim that the behavior they observe can be explained by culture, the other felt
a prefigurative force to object and search for an alternate explanation. More research could
be conducted to see if culture is referenced differently within the context of various
organizations’ culture.
In the same study, Kunda quoted many members referring to organization’s culture.
Research in organizational cultural referencing could shed light on what talk about culture
creates within an organization. Does organizational cultural referencing exhibit the same
patterns as was described in this study? Or do people use organizational cultural referencing
for a fundamentally different purpose?
Ely and Thomas (2001) investigated perspectives toward cultural diversity within
three firms who were each numerically diverse yet performed very differently. They found
three distinct perspectives used by members of each firm. They called the perspective of the
highest performing organization the integration-and-learning perspective. This perspective
held that cultural diversity is an asset and valued each member’s cultural identity. Members
incorporated diversity into the core processes of the firm and learned through difficult
dialogue with one another. The perspective of the second highest performing firm they called
the legitimacy-and-access perspective. For members in this firm, cultural diversity was used
at the boundaries between the organization and a diverse customer base. For employees in
the legitimacy-and-access perspective firm, the value of their cultural identity was
ambiguous. On one hand, employees of color could use cultural identity to understand and
relate to marginalized customer population. On the other hand, employees of color became a
marginalized group within the firm and were not fully integrated into the core operations.
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The final perspective, used by the lowest performing firm, was called the discrimination-andfairness perspective. In this perspective, cultural identity was devalued and is considered to
be a source of discrimination. Employees of color felt powerless and Whites were
apprehensive about any cultural identity work therefore, conflict was avoided and culture
was not open for discussion.
In reviewing the conversations, I noticed that often the first response to a question
about culture at work was that it was not an issue. There seemed to be a reluctance to discuss
issues of cultural difference in the work setting. Curiously, subsequent to the first response,
participants told stories describing issues of culture at work. This might be due to a
perspective much like the discrimination-and-fairness perspective described above. Further
research could be conducted to examine the relationship of cultural diversity perspectives to
cultural referencing.
Finally, the situation I created in this research was designed to stimulate cultural
references. Though successful toward this goal, the process was artificial and so some
artifacts of the research process could have created artificial responses: unnatural focus on
culture and the positioning of me as researcher with a research agenda. Therefore, other
studies should be conducted in more natural settings to examine cultural referencing and
what it is creating. One suggestion would be to perform ethnographic study such as
performed by Kunda (1992). Other types of group settings could be included in these studies
such as volunteer organizations dealing with cross-cultural issues. A comparison of group
purpose and how that mediates cultural referencing could prove insightful.
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Appendix A: Recruitment Script
My name is Keith Ray I am a member [organization name]. I am also a doctoral student at
Fielding Graduate University in Santa Barbara, California, and am working on my PhD
dissertation.
I am conducting a study of how bicultural people make meaning with others through
conversation. I am using [organization and site name] as my research sites.
I am looking for pairs of people to participate in the study. The pairs should consist of one
person who has a bicultural background and another work colleague who may or may not
have a bicultural background. The bicultural person should have been born in another
country, have English as a second language, and have moved to the United States after the
age of 12. Additional details of the research are found on this handout (hand him or her
Appendix C).
I am inviting you to participate in this study because you were nominated by
_____name of nominator________ (choose one: as someone who may have a bicultural
background / who would like you as his/her conversation partner in this research study).
Your participation is completely voluntary.
(If not nominated as a partner) I will not tell name of nominator_ if you decide to participate
or not.
If you decide to participate, you will be asked to meet me for a 60-minute interview on your
personal history and also attend a two and a half hour interview with your conversation
partner. During the partner interview you will watch a short video, have a conversation on
what you saw, and then reflect on your conversation.
(If not nominated as a partner) If you decide to participate, I will ask you to find a work
colleague who agrees to participate as your conversation partner. This person should be a
peer and should neither be in your chain of command nor work for you. The person should in
no way feel coerced, by you or anyone else, into participating. If the person you chose has
questions about the study, please have them contact me.
If you are interested in participating in this study, or if you have further questions, please
contact me at [contact information]. Whether or not you decide to participate, I would
appreciate any names of people who you think might meet the criteria and might be willing
to participate in this study.
I appreciate your consideration and look forward from hearing from you.
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form
You have been asked to participate in a research study conducted by Keith W. Ray, a
doctoral student in the School of Human and Organization- Development at Fielding
Graduate University, Santa Barbara, CA. This study is part of Keith's Fielding course work
and dissertation and is supervised by Barbara Mink, EdD. This research involves the study
of how bicultural people make meaning with others through conversation. You are being
asked to participate in this study because you were nominated by a work colleague. I will not
inform the person who nominated you whether or not you accepted.
The study involves one individual interview on your personal history (e.g. your cultural
background and where you grew up) and one interview with a conversation partner. Each of
these two meetings will be arranged at your convenience. The first individual interview with
the researcher will last approximately 60 minutes. The second interview, which is a
conversation session with a partner and the researcher, will last approximately 2.5 hours. The
total time of your participation will be approximately 3.5 hours. Both interviews will be
audio taped and transcribed. The tape recordings and transcriptions will be listened to and
read by only the Researcher, Dissertation Chair, a Professional Transcriptionist, and a
confidential Research Assistant, who has signed the attached Professional Assistance
Confidentiality Agreement. The recordings will be kept in a locked file when not in use. The
audio tapes, video tapes, and transcriptions will be destroyed approximately five years after
the study is complete.
The information you provide will be kept strictly confidential. The informed consent forms
and other identifying information will be kept separate from the data. All materials will be
kept at the Researcher’s personal residence and locked in a file cabinet when not in use. Any
records that would identify you as a participant in this study, such as this informed consent
form, will be destroyed approximately five years after the study is completed.
You will be asked to provide a pseudonym (a name you make up to insure confidentiality)
for any quotes that might be included in the final research report.
The results of this research will be published in Keith’s dissertation, used in Keith’s
coursework, and possibly published in subsequent journals or books.
There are some benefits and minimal risks you may encounter as a participant in this study.
There is a small chance you may experience some emotional discomfort during the
interviews. You may develop greater personal awareness of how you make meaning with
others as a result of your participation in this research which can be inspiring, discomforting,
or both. Should you experience discomfort, please contact the Researcher, Keith Ray. If
appropriate, you may be referred for consultation with [referral names].
You may withdraw from this study at any time, either during or after your interviews,
without negative consequences. Should you withdraw, your data as well as your conversation
partner’s data will be eliminated from the study and will be destroyed.
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No compensation will be provided for participation. Since the interviews will be conducted
during normal working hours you will receive your normal pay and benefits.
You will be offered an opportunity to view the results and give your feedback and reactions.
The Researcher will contact you when the results are available. This meeting is entirely
optional and will last approximately 1 hour.
If you have any questions about any aspect of this study or your involvement, please ask the
Researcher before signing this form. You may also contact the Supervising Faculty if you
have questions or concerns about your participation in this study. The Supervising Faculty
has provided contact information at the bottom of this form.
Two copies of this informed consent form have been provided. Please sign both, indicating
you have read, understood, and agree to participate in this research. Return one to the
Researcher and keep the other for your files. The Institutional Review Board of Fielding
Graduate University retains the right to access to all signed informed consent forms.
_____________________________________ NAME OF PARTICIPANT (please print)
_____________________________________ SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT
_____________________________________ DATE
Supervising Faculty & Dissertation Chair
Researcher
Barbara P. Mink, EdD
Keith W. Ray, MA
[address and contact information removed ] [address and contact information removed]
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Appendix C: Description of the Research and Participant Criteria
Title: Joint Meaning-making Processes of Bicultural People
Researcher:

Keith W. Ray, MA

Supervising Faculty: Barbara Mink, EdD
Institution: Fielding Graduate University, Santa Barbara, CA
Description: This study will investigate how bicultural people make meaning with others
through conversation. The study will involve pairs of participants of which at least
one person has a bicultural background.
Defintion of “multicultural background”: For the purposes of this study, ‘multicultural
background’ is defined as:
1) having been born outside of the United States,
2) English was not his or her fist language,
3) and he or she moved to the United States after the age of 12.
Participant Qualifications: Individuals in the pairs should know each other and have a work
relationship. They need not work with each other currently. One person of the pair
should have a bicultural background as defined above. The other person need not
have a bicultural background. The pair should not have currently, nor should they
ever have had a superior-subordinate relationship. In other words, the pair should be
peers and neither should be in the chain of command nor work for the other.
Participant Activities: Participants will be required to meet the researcher for a 60-minute
interview on their personal history (for example, cultural background, were the
person grew up) . In addition, the pair of participants will attend a 2.5 hour interview
together. During the joint interview, the pair will watch a short video, have a
conversation on what they saw, and then reflect on their conversation. After the data
has been analyzed for the whole study, the participants will be offered an optional
opportunity to see the results and share their thoughts and reactions. Total time
required for the participants will be approximately 3 hours.
Sites: This study will be conducted at [sites].
Supervising Faculty & Dissertation Chair
Barbara P. Mink, EdD
[address and contact information removed]

Researcher
Keith W. Ray, MA
[address and contact information removed]
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Appendix D: Personal Background Interview Protocol
[Note: The purpose of this interview is to 1) establish rapport with the individual so that the
dyad session will be conversational, 2) discover specific information about their personal
cultural background, and 3) begin to observe patterns of communication about culture and
identity. The interview should be a conversation and so most of the questions should be
open-ended. However, there are some specific data that I need to obtain therefore, some
questions may be closed-ended if the participant has not offered the information in a previous
question. Due to the conversational dialogue I wish to create, the questions listed below may
not be asked directly in the form written.]
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
PREAMBLE:
[Note: First, complete the Informed Consent Form, then put the participant at ease with a few
moments of casual conversation.]


I want thank you very much for taking the time to participate in this study.



First, I want to make sure you understand you are under no obligation to answer any
questions I will ask.



All I ask is that if you do choose to answer my questions, you do so honestly and to
the best of your recollections.



You can stop the interview any time you want. Feel free to ask me questions and
interrupt whenever you feel the need.



I promise to keep what you say confidential and anonymous.



If I do use a direct quote from you in the report I will use a made up name that you
supply and I will ensure no identifying information is in the quote.



Does that work for you?



What name would you like me to use for your quotes?



I will also be using an audio recorder so that I don’t miss anything you say.



Do I have your permission to record this interview?
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BEGIN INTERVIEW:

Work history: and relationship with the other person of the dyad:
1. Can you tell me a little about what you do here at [organization]?
2. How do you know (the other person in the dyad)?
3. How did you come to work here?
4. Where did you live before then?

Family cultural history:
5. Can you tell me about where you grew up?
6. (If not from U.S.) How did you come to live in the United States?
7. How would you describe your cultural background?
8. (If not from the United States)What language(s) were spoken in your home?
9. (If not English) When did you learn to speak English? How did you learn?
10. (If from United States) Were any languages other than English spoken in your home?
11. What is your earliest memory of interacting with someone from a different culture?
What happened?

CLOSING:
Thank you for taking the time today and for helping me with this study. The next time we
meet we will be with your conversation partner. I will call you to confirm the next
appointment. In the mean time, feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Thanks
again.
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Appendix E: Circular Questioning Protocol

[Note: Circular questions (Tomm, 1988) start with the assumption that everything is
connected to everything else. Circular questions are formed to “bring forth the ‘patterns that
connect’ persons, objects, actions, perceptions, ideas, feelings, events, beliefs, contexts and
so on, in recurrent or cybernetic circuits.” (Tomm, 1988, p. 7). Circular questions are neutral
and accepting and are usually formed such that they incorporate something that the
participant has spoken. This creates a conversation-like pattern. Some example questions are
listed below, however the exact questions will depend on the context and what the
participants have just said.
Circular questions will be used for both conversations during the dyad session. However,
each conversation will start slightly different.]
PREAMBLE:








I want to thank you both again for participating in this study.
What we will do today is first watch a video, then we will have a conversation about
the video, and finally we will reflect on your conversation.
Before we begin, I want to remind you that I will keep everything confidential and I
will use the pseudonyms (made up names) in my dissertation and subsequent
publications.
I also want to remind you that you are under no obligation to answer any question and
that you may withdraw at anytime. Just let me know if you do.
Do you have any questions before we begin?
I will also be audio recording this session. Do I have your permission to start the
recording?
After we watch the video I will ask you some questions. I would like this to be a
three-way conversation so feel free to interrupt me and to talk to each other.
CUEING VIDEO

After watching the cueing video, begin with these prompting and circular questions…







Can you please tell me what is happening in the video?
(to the other person) How would you describe what is happening in this video?
What do you think has happened before the video was taken?
If we continued to watch these people in the video, what will happen next?
(if differences occur) What would explain the differences between your views?
(if similarities occur) What other ways could you explain (the video, what happened
before, what might happen after)?
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CLOSING
Thank you very much for volunteering to help me with this study. As soon as I finish
analyzing all the data I will contact you about showing you the findings. You don’t need to
attend that session and you can decide when I contact you again. In the mean time, please
feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Thanks again, I really appreciate it!
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Appendix F: Transcript of Catfish in Black Bean Sauce Dinner Scene
Mai: Oh. Nina. This is my mother. (introduces Nina to Tanh in Vietnamese)
Nina: Hi.
Thahn: (says something in Vietnamese while shaking hand)
Mai: My mom thinks you are very beautiful.
Nina:[.hhh] Thank you very much.
Dolores: Okay everybody. In honor of Thanh's arrival, I've prepared an authentic
Chinese meal, eggrolls, salted shrimp in their shell (laugh), and catfish in black bean
sauce.
Harold: All right.
Dolores: Mai, would you help me for a moment?
Dwayne: I'll help you mom.
Mai: [hhh]
Vinh: Ma... (toast with glass)
Mai: (clears throat)
Harold: mmmm. [mmm]
Dwayne: [mmm]
Harold: Got to try some of these shrimp. [Now careful] they're still in the shell.
Nina: [I want some]oh. ok.
Dwayne: Here's the eggrolls
Harold: Oh [eggrolls], eggrolls.
Dolores:[good]
Harold: [oh, oh]
Vinh:[oh] Pretty huh?
Dolores: I’d like to propose a toast to Thanh. Welcome to America. We are very
happy you are with us.
[cheers][cheers]
Harold: welcome
Dolores: Okay everybody. Dig in before it gets cold.
Harold: Give us some eggrolls would you? Two. Oh make it three.
Dwayne: Mom?
Harold: Now what about that sauce. How am I going to get some of that sauce?
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Nina: Give mom more shrimp.
Vinh: iieeee. Enough eggroll Dwayne?
Dwayne: This is great.
Nina: It sure is Mrs. Williams.
[light laughter]
Vinh: mm. Taste like my mother.
Dwayne: Is that good or bad?
Harold: Baby, where did you learn to cook like this? I could throw down all this.
Mai: (in Vietnamese) Ma, how do you like it?
Thahn: (in Vietnamese) It reminds me of the camp.
Vinh: [cough]
Thahn: She loves it.
Dolores: Put put the..put some catfish on there for your mom.
Thahn: (takes out a small bottle. shakes contents on food)
Dolores: What's that?
Mai: It's a special sauce. Nuc Mam. It’s very popular in Vietnam.
Dolores: Oh like a Vietnamese ketchup? Well I’d like I’d like to try some.
Mai: (in Vietnamese)Ma. Delores would like some Nuc Mam.
Thahn: Yes.
Dolores: Harold?
Harold: I’d try anything once. (smells) Whoa. This smells like Vinh's breath.
Vinh: Hey
Harold: There's garlic in here right? Um hum. Oh, baby this is tasty. This is very
good. You got to get the recipe for this. Mai you want to try some?
Mai: umhum.
Harold: Whew. Little hot too. Dwayne you want some?
Dwayne: No.
Nina: I’ll have some.
Dwayne: (pulls Nina’s arm back)
Mai: Vinh?
Vinh: mmm. mmm. mmm. mmm.
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Appendix G: Cross Cultural Team Video Source Links

Teambuilding
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUVSgcDWgsg&feature=PlayList&p=C67E838C
1B353B78&playnext=1&playnext_from=PL&index=15

Project map day
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2phyuplJIH0&feature=PlayList&p=C67E838C1B353B78
&index=12
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Appendix H: Cross-cultural Dialogues

A Pat on the Back
MR. KANEDA: Are you satisfied then, Ms. Walden, with the work of the accounting
division?

MS. WALDEN: Very much. Their output has improved tremendously.

MR. KANEDA: They’re very proud of their work.

MS. WALDEN

As soon as you put Mr. Yamamoto in charge, things began to turn around.

MR. KANEDA: Yes, the whole team is working very smoothly now.

MS. WALDEN: Will you be giving Mr. Yamamoto some kind of recognition then?

MR. KANEDA: Excuse me?

MS. WALDEN

You know. An award or something?

MR. KANEDA: I hardly think so. We wouldn’t want to embarrass him after all he has
done.
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An Opportunity in Monterey

MR. MARTIN:

Hector. Come in and sit down.

HECTOR:

Thank you, Mr. Martin.

MR. MARTIN:

I’ve got a little proposition for you. A friend of mine up in our Monterey
branch needs a production supervisor. He asked me if I knew of anyone
who might be interested.

HECTOR:

I can ask. We don’t have any relations up in Monterey, but I know a few
people.

MR. MARTIN:

I was thinking of you.

HECTOR:

Me?

MR. MARTIN:

Yes. It would be a nice promotion for you. We’d miss you down here, but
we wouldn’t want to stand in your way.

HECTOR:

In my way? Are you not satisfied with my work?

MR. MARTIN:

Are you kidding? I wouldn’t recommend you if I didn’t think you were the
best.
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Performance Evaluation

MR. COYLE:

Thanks for coming, Khalil. Let’s go over this evaluation together, shall
we?

KHALIL:

Whatever you’d like sir.

MR. COYLE:

As you know, you’re quite strong in most areas. There are just a couple of
areas where you could be stronger.

KHALIL:

I see.

MR. COYLE:

One is in writing, which isn’t easy for you, is it?

KHALIL:

No, sir.

MR. COYLE:

And the other thing is in identifying training needs. Some of your staff
could use more computer training in particular.

KHALIL:

Yes.

MR. COYLE:

Anyway, it’s all written here. You can read it. Otherwise, no serious
problems.

KHALIL:

I’m very sorry to disappoint you, sir.
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Saturday Shift

MR. JONES:

It looks like we’re going to have to keep the production line running on
Saturday.

MR. WU:

I see.

MR. JONES:

Can you come in on Saturday?

MR. WU:

Yes. I think so.

MR. JONES:

That’ll be a great help.

MR. WU:

Yes. Saturday’s a special day, did you know?

MR. JONES:

How do you mean?

MR. WU:

It’s my son’s birthday.

MR. JONES:

How nice. I hope you all enjoy it very much.

MR. WU:

Thank you. I appreciate your understanding.
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A New Procedure

MS. COOPER:

The new tracking procedure hasn’t worked, has it?

MR. WONG:

There were some small problems.

MS. COOPER:

Whose idea was it anyway?

MR. WONG:

We need to learn from this lesson.

MS. COOPER:

Yes. It came from Mr. Tung’s division, didn’t it?

MR. WONG:

Many people worked on the problem.

